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The Image of Fairfield

Police and students unite
New rules for Clam Jam Inside
Todd Chiaramida
Copy Editor
Members of the Fairfield
University Student Association,
Student Beach Residents Association and the Fairfield Police
Department met last week to
prepare for a more orderly Clam
Jam on Sun., April 27. Each
group will work the day of the
event to maintain order and
safety at Clam Jam and the
surrounding neighborhood.
Lantern Point, where Clam
Jam is held, will be fenced off.
Access will only be granted to
students of Fairfield University
and their invited guests. Students must obtain a Fairfield
University identification bracelet for themselves next week at
the Barone Campus Center.

Guests bracelets will be available at Clam Jam. FUSA and
SBPvA will check for bracelets
at the entrances to Lantern Point
and hand out a second bracelet
to students who are 21. They
will also patrol the area.
Regarding the new policy,
FUSA President Chris Cipriano
said, "The ultimate goal is to
keep out high school students
and uninvited guests who have
historically caused the majority of problems."
Safe Rides will provide students with free, one-way transportation from Clam Jam to the
University only. The program
will start at mid-morning and
run through the evening.
DWI checkpoints will be set
up by the Fairfield Police Department as will the Mobile
Command Center. Temporary

"No Parking" signs will be
placed on several streets approaching Lantern Point in the
days preceding the event. In addition, portions of Reef Road
and Fairfield Beach Road will
be closed to traffic on the day of
Clam Jam. Police will direct traffic away from these areas.

The plan was designed with
the hope of satisfying the concerns of both students and town
residents. "This plan was set up
for the safety of students. It abides
by the law and is an attempt to
curb underage drinking,"
Cipriano said.
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Week...
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"Women in
Israel" topic of
lecture
Maura Parsons
Co-Assistant News Editor
Before the backdrop of the
Wein Theater at the Quick Center for the Arts last Thursday
night, Israeli author and political scientist, Dr. Dafna
Sharfman, discussed the Israeli
woman's quest for equality. She
presented a lecture entitled,
"Women in Israel: The Struggle
for Change and Reform" to an
audience of students, faculty and
members of the Fairfield community.
Sharfman detailed legislative
triumphs for women in Israel
starting with the women's rights
laws passed in 1951 and including the Israeli subcommittee on
women in 1994. Sharfman said
that issues involving women are
now very high on the legislative
agenda.
She pointed to recent
women's issues that have
emerged over the past few years

including the issue of domestic
violence. "During the last five
years, it is the most recognized
social issue in Israel," Sharfman
said. The Israeli government
recently passed numerous laws
against domestic violence and
continues to budget money toward the cause.
According to Sharfman',
women have not yet gained
equality in both the army and
the orthodox family court systems. Although women have
been able to enlist in the army
since the turn of the century,
they have b;en shunned from
leadership roles.
"We would like to see women
as pilots and have other leading
roles in the army," Sharfman
said. Several women have turned
to the secular Supreme Court of
Israel in an attempt to become
army pilots.

Continued on page 4

Thomas

Quick

Alex Ordonez
Staff Writer

president, treasurer and secretary of Quick and Reilly, Inc., in
New York. Quick has served on
the committee since the dinner's
inception in 1988.
Thomas was raised in one of
Chicago's toughest neighborhoods, where he witnessed the
consequences of poverty, gang
warfare and drug addiction. He
transcended these obstacles under the guidance of his mother,
Mary, who taught him that education was the key to destiny.
Thomas graduated with honors from St. Joseph High School,
and was recruited to play basketball for Bobby Knight at Indiana
University, where he was a member of the legendary NCAA Division I championship team in
1981. The same year, he was the
second pick overall in the NBA
draft, chosen by the Pistons. He
was considered one of the finest
point guards in basketball history.

The Fairfield Awards Dinner
was held at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel in Greenwich. The annual
awards dinner raises funds for
scholarships for students of African-American, Hispanic,
Asian, and Native American descent. This year, the keynote
speaker for the event was Isiah
Thomas.
Thomas, a 12-time All-Star
and anchor of the Detroit Pistons during the team's 1980s
championship era, is now a part
owner of the Toronto Raptors.
He was recognized for his leadership, talent and humanitarian
efforts as both an athlete and a
businessman.
Chairman of this year's
Awards Dinner Committee was
Thomas C. Quick. A1977 graduate of Fairfield University, Quick
is the president and chief operating officer of the Quick and
Reilly Group, Inc., in Palm
Beach, Florida. He is also vice

Continued on page 3
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Campus Beat
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
On Mon., April 7, at 2 p.m,. there was a hit and run accident in the parking lot
to the rear of Xavier Hall. There were minor damages. A Prep student was found
at fault, and the report was sent to Prep.
On Tues., April 8, at 2:31 p.m., there was a two-car accident in the Canisius
lot. There were no injuries. The case is still under investigation.
Also, at 8:47 p.m., a student was found in possession of narcotics in Loyola
Hall. The report was sent to Judicial.
On Thurs., April 10, at 9:38 a.m., there was a two-car accident in front of
Xavier Hall. There were no injuries, and minor damage.
Also, at 4:42 p.m., there was a case of disorderly conduct in the Barone Dining
Hall. A Sodexho student worker was shoved by another student and an altercation ensued. There were no injuries. The report was sent to Judicial.
Also, at 11:41 p.m., a student was charged with reckless operation of a motor
vehicle after being stopped for having two people riding in the closed trunk of
the car..
On Fri., April 11, at 8:21 p.m., there was an alcohol violation in the Regis lot.
Alcohol was confiscated from underage students and the report was sent to
Judicial.
On Sat., April 12, at 12:04 a.m., there was a case of disorderly conduct in the
Levee. Underage students who were identified drinking alcohol became verbally
disorderly. The report was sent to Judicial.
Also, at 8:29 p.m., narcotics were found in a vehicle in the Canisius faculty/
staff lot. Security assisted Fairfield police in opening the car, which was
suspected in an off-campus hit and run. Following the investigation, the report
will be sent to Judicial.
On Sun., April 13, at 12:23 a.m., there was a case of possession of narcotics
in the townhouses. Two students were identified smoking marijuana. The report
was sent to judicial.
Also, at 1:30 a.m., there was a case of malicious burning in Kostka Hall. A beer
can filled with lighter fluid was set afire, but extinguished by another student
before damage was done. Security is investigating the case.

(^ampud C^fner
Tonight is the Jazz Ensemble concert in the Quick Center at 8 p.m.
Also, Theatre Fairfield "Premieres'97" begins tonight at 8 p.m. in the PepsiCo
Theatre.
This is Horizons Weekend. Saturday is Open House.
The FUSA Film is Evita, playing at 8 p.m. on Fri. and Sat., April 18 and 19;
and 3 and 9 p.m. on Sun., April 20.
The Glee Club's Spring Concert is Sat., April 19, at 8 p.m., and Sun., April
20, at 2 p.m.
Dogwood tickets go on sale Sun., April 20, at 3 p.m. in the Oak Room.
The Alumni Student Awards Night is Tues., April 22, in the Oak Room, at 6
p.m.
On Wed., April 23, the College of Arts and Sciences will present their awards
in the Oak Room.

Classifieds
Babysitter needed for the summer for five-year old boy. $7.50 per hour.
Located at Compo Beach Westport. Must have own car and refernces. Home
#203-227-7284. Work #203-861-9834. Ask for Scott.

CHEERS

BOOS

to Debbie Gibson...to Dr. M.- everyone loved your monkey!.. .to TH93 rising
above the "smoke"...to the sexy guy who
works in the Spirit Shop...to Ortal and
Pekka Fox...to the Models Inc. Girls of
the Grassy Knoll!! We love you all...to
being drunk and brought to the infirmary
and having nurses find no alcohol in my
system...to buff men showing off their
chests in 93...to MS, KC, RJA just for
being who you are- thanks!.. .to EH wanting a fajita and an awesome blossom...to
Jerry Maguire...to NaNa...to no
sympathy...to scoring touchdowns...to
graduates returning.. .to working for pimps
after graduation.. .to all the girls for being
in the keg races despite the rain....to all
those who came to support the girls...to
George and his happy hour Thursdays...to
Stretton doing the Irish thing...to Mac
continuing her Spring Break Fling...to
trying new things...to graduates buying
you shots- dream on...to ya- AIL.to
DLO coming to rock FU's world...to
Spanky and Stubble...to Russell...to we
have a casualty...to fooling police in Key
West...to Twill's Fruit Loops before Keg
Races...to frosting everywhere the nest
morning...to mimosa's at 4:00 and figuring everything out...to the FoutL.to free
hors d'oeuvres in CVS... to the awesome
foursome., to tape borrowers... to
MARYLOU for cleaning up our mess!...
to seeing the end in sight., to our plan...
to an awesome Dogwoods weekend
planned... to friends coming back in time
to party with us... to getting free music...
to missing class... to getting some of our
major classes., to having clam jam... to
writing papers while sittting in class., to
getting the respect you deserve... to having your Beirut table for next year already... to getting good advice... to our
senior friends that are graduating., to
Brew and Sue... to spending Saturdays at
the mall...to going to Subway for
dinner...to the cute guy from last
semester's English class- whose name I
don't know...to my new RA staff at Campion- we can do it guys!...to the New
York Knicks...to Chrissie- it will all
work out...to April 25th...to Kristen the
Regulator...to being free of the freak...to
missing classes...to senioritis...to holding hands to housemates who cook excellent dinners...to the mock wedding... to
having nothing to do but go to the
Grape...to Codey...to Sarah and Al being
the last people awake after the keg
races...to thinking you were at the keg
races for seven hours. ..to drinking at 12:30
before the keg races...to trying to think
before you speak...to Houston's naked
beer slides...to drinking for free all
weekend...to certain people in the wedding party...to Jimmy...to Jim and Pat...to
J being sweet on Kate...to keeping it
strong with the SPI hookup...to U2...to
Kate...to Big Mac...to Jim...to Big Mac
and Jim...to the CT Hospice group...to
Johnny creampufL.to the memory wall
at the Girls Dup...to Tupac and Biggie
Smalls..having no more work till
finals...to Jim having aBig Mac...to cooking your boyfriend dinner...to sunshine..

to the royalty chicks and their smiling side-kick...to "Miss 90210" and her
wannabe tan...to thinking our t-shirts
were about you...to sketchy
housemates...to being nervous about
your condition at the mock wedding., .to
taps breaking...to people not minding
their own business...to sketchy overnights at College and the Guinty...to
bringing home bouncers from the Grapeyou sure you didn't hook up?....to getting stuck in the bathroom- again. ..to the
boring cheap Penn State man who didn' t
shower- learn to take a shot!...to freshman tools who lead you on...to losing in
intramural volleyball- good laughs
though...to "Kiss me, No" cheering us
on...to eating an entire pizza in the rain,
and still being hungry...to people who
use your soap...to having to white out
our keg races t-shirts. ..to having to use a
screw driver when you want water...to
smelly microwaves...to paper thin walls
and a sexually active neighbor... to
three weeks of hell left., to many group
projects due all at once., to having a
break down., to people who think they
are "God"... to having to attend meetings that have no point... to being stuck
in a bad dorm again., to REGISTRATION... to having business classes that
conflict... to labs starting at 5:30 and
your turbo letting you out at 5:45... to
deans that hide during registration., to
dirty bathrooms all the time., to hearing
the same song over and over again... to
pointless arguments with your advisor...
to stopping in midsentence and losing
your train of thought...to Trampion and
the football sluts...to semester projects
due the day after Clam Jam...to friends
who never get over their loser
boyfriends...to obsessing about your
ex...to too many meetings & not enough
time...to alarm clocks that never get
turned off..to people that wake you up
at 2 a.m....to guys who think they are
making you jealous...to the Glee Club
singers that have to shout all the way out
the door...to Tuesday night opera
singers...to group projects...to psycho
roommates twice over...to not learning
for next year...to senioritis... to not havingyour dress for themockwedding...to
people who throw taps...to thirty nights
actually being 24...to sex and no phone
calls...to George cheating in
Jeopardy...to Jim and Kate being miles
apart..to being blessed this last
weekend...to Pat steeling Kates shirt..to
PS and his questions...to Schwartz being the party ass on the Booz Cruize in
South Padre Island...to trying to buy a
ticket to the Grape Christmas party one
hour before...to Frank calling on the
wrong line...to being three weeks late...to
Johnny Creampuff not being the
groom.. .to NB not getting over her South
Padre hookup even though in love...to
shitty taps...to Al & tequila shots...to
what happens to Al after tequila
shots...to Sean listening to what she
said...to buying 14 page papers...to
housemates overreacting...to monopolizing the Cheers & Boos: not by choice.
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Fulbright grants awarded to four
students
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
"Today the Fulbright program
is the U.S. government's premiere scholarship program. Approximately 4,500 students compete each year for the 700
awards," Dr. Beverly Kahn, associate dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, said recently.
Four Fairfield University students were recommended by the
U.S. Selection Committee to receive the J. William Fulbright
Scholarships for study and research abroad this year. The students are Daniel Cook '96, Jun
Jae '97, Eric Roland '97, and
Christhy Vidal '97.
Cook, currently living in Boston, will study the wine industry
of Chile in the context of that
country's increased strength in
the international market. He will
work in conjunction with Taller
NICE, an international trade association, and will study at the
Universidad Adolfo Ibanez de
Vina del Mar and the Catholic
University of Valparaiso.
Cook graduated with a major
in English and minor in International Studies. He was an active
member of numerous campus organizations including Alpha

Sigma Nu, the Student Latino
Organization, and the model
United Nations.
A Korean immigrant and
resident of Jersey City, N.J.,
Jun plans to research drug dependency and neurotoxicity in
Korea at the Toxicological Research Institute in Seoul. He
will also take classes at Seoul
National University. He is the
first foreign citizen to be accepted at the Toxicological Institute.
A pre-med psychology major with a chemistry minor, Jun
is an active member of the University community. He is involved in the Asian Students
Association and Alpha Epilson
Delta, among other groups, and
is on the Dean's List.
Roland, from North
Attleboro, MA, will analyze
the economic and political viability of Uruguay within the
South American regional trade
bloc, and will study at the
Catholic University of Uruguay.
While at Fairfield, Roland
majored in international studies and triple minored in economics, marketing and Spanish. In addition to his other
activities, he spent a semester

Thomas, from
pi
After he retired, Thomas became the first African-American
to be a part-owner of a major
professional team, and embarked
on a second career when he became vice president of operations for the Toronto Raptors,
the NBA's newest expansion
franchise.
Quick has been a leader in
several Fairfield University initiatives, including the Perlman

Gala Committee, the Regional
Campaign, the Reunion Committee, and the Trustees Advisory council. The Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts,
which has become a major cultural center for Fairfield
County, is named in honor of
his mother. He and other family members contributed the
first substantial gift to make
the Center possible.

in Spain, served as a Mission Volunteer, and was honored several
times for his scholastic and athletic achievements as a member
of the cross-country team.
Vidal, a Peruvian immigrant
and resident of East Hartford, CT,
will conduct research on
grassroots initiatives toward
redemocratization in Argentina.
She will perform her research and
take courses at the Facultad
Latinoamericana de Ciencias
Sociales, a UNESCO think-tank,
and will perform coursework at
the University of Buenos Aires.

University to unveil new
logo
PR- The entire campus community is invited to attend the
unveiling today (Thurs., April 17)
of a new visual identity for
Fairfield University. After more
than a year of committee and
focus group meetings involving
faculty, administrators, students
and alumni, a new logo has been
adopted for use on campus stationery, banners and University
paraphernalia.
Today the campus will have
its first opportunity to see the
new logo, stationery and banners
in a ceremony at the Barone Campus Center Oak Room beginning
at 11 a.m. The formal program at
11:45 a.m. will feature the presentation of a Fairfield University banner to Paul Audley, first
selectman for the Town of
Fairfield, by University President,
the Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J.,
Associate
Dean
James
Fitzpatrick, FUSA President
Chris Cipriano and the Rev. Joseph MacDonnell, S.J. The banner will be displayed at Independence Hall, the town office building.

Vendley assumes new post
PR- Dr. Gwen Vendley was
recently named to the newly created position of assistant vice
president for student services at
Fairfield University and will continue to serve as dean of students, announced William
Schimpf, vice president of Student Services.
Vendley, a resident of Easton,
CT, has been responsible for coordinating programming within
the Division of Student Services,
including supervising the Office
of Residence Life, Multicultural
Relations, Judicial Affairs, Student Activities and the Barone
Campus Center. In addition, she
works closely with Campus Security, town officials, and police
in the investigation of judicial
cases.
She completed a doctoral pro-

gram at Columbia University
and delivered several presentations at professional meetings
on multiculturalism within

higher education. She maintains many strong relationships
with students who seek her
counsel.

Majoring in politics and
Spanish, Vidal studied abroad
in Argentina, and was an active
member of the Spanish-American and Latino Students Association.
The U.S. Congress created
the Fulbright Scholarship Program in 1946 to promote understanding through exchanges
of culture and education by students and professors of higher
learning. The scholarship recipients are chosen through a
national competition.

One more
regular
Mirror issue!
Articles are
due to Box
A A or the
Mirror office
by Sun.,
April 20.

Vendley came to Fairfield University in 1990 as director of the
First Year Experience Program
and was named dean in 1993. She
was previously faculty advisor
for the Friends World College in
Huntington, NY, and director of
education for the Maryknoll Lay
Associates Program in Ossining,
NY. She also taught English
grammar and literature at Kin Ran
University in Osaka, Japan.
A graduate of San Diego State
University where she received a
bachelor of arts , Vendley also
earned a master of arts in theology at the Maryknoll School of
Theology and a master of science
in counseling at Iona College.
She also holds an Ed.D.. in higher
and adult education at Teachers
College, Columbia University.

In addition, a University
banner will fly from the campus flagpole with the American flag and banners will be
displayed along campus walkways.
As a special feature, pens,
notepads and car window decals will be distributed free to
those attending the launching.

Kelley will also cut a University
cake.
The Department of Printing and
Graphic Services is currently developing a standards manual to
promote the visual identity of the
University and to assist in the
preparation of printed University
materials including advertisements, brochures and publications.

Correction
Dr. Eileen Wilkinson was inadvertently omitted from the list of
faculty organizers of the International Cabaret in last week's story in
the news section. The section editor apologizes for the error.

MONTCLAIR
•T I STATE
UNIVERSITY
1997 SUMMER SESSIONS
3-weeks
May 27-June 12 & August 11 -28
6-weeks
June 30-August7
8-weeks
June 16-August 7
Saturdays
June 14-August 16
Plus alternate scheduled courses throughout the summer.
More than 300 undergraduate and more than 60 graduate course sections.
Plus:
Daytime and evening
• undergraduate and graduate credit
business
institutes, studios, workshops
communications
computer science
• environmental education at the NJ School
education
of Conservation, Stokes State Forest
fine and performing arts
human services
• global education/study abroad in China;
humanities
Ecuador, Peru, Galapagos Islands; Israel;
languages
Italy; Spain; and Turkey .
life sciences
mathematics
• NJ Marine Sciences Consortium courses
natural sciences
at Sandy Hook and the Nature Center of
physical sciences
Cape May.
social sciences
For complete schedule and details on how you may

REGISTER BY TELEPHONE APRIL 12-MAY 5
Call or e-mail, or U.S. mail coupon today for the '97 Summer Sessions catalog,
which will be available late March. There will be additional opportunities to registei
by telephone MAY 19-AUGUST 10. Registration must be completed prior to the
beginning date of the course.
Tuition and Fees*
1997 Summer Sessions tuition and fees will be established by the
University Board of Trustees late in the spring semester. For your guidance, the
following tuition and fees were applicable for the 1996 Summer Sessions: $101
per credit undergraduate for NJ resident; $146 per credit undergraduate for nonresident of NJ; $187.50 per credit graduate for NJ resident; $233.50 per credit
graduate for non-resident of NJ.
Tuition and fees are subject to change at any time by action of the MSU Board of Trustees.
Check us out: http://www.rnontclair.edu/Pages/SummerSessions/Summer.html
Phone: 201-655-4352
e-mail: summeresaturn.montclair.edu
Montclair State University, Summer Sessions, Upper Montdair, NJ 07043
Please forward the "07 Summer Sessions catalog (available late March):
Name

-

Address.
_(FU)
. State.
City
_2p_
Montclair State University Is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action institution.
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Family presents $50,000 to School of Business
receives AACSB
Mission Volunteers
Anne Nolte
Staff Writer
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Walsh
presented Fairfield University
with $50,000 for the Mission
Volunteer Program in hopes that
the program will be expanded
to Northern Ireland.
A plaque was dedicated at
the University on March 4, in
the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola. The plaque commemorates the 150th anniversary of
the Irish famine which took
place between 1845 and 1849.
The plaque was given in honor
of the Walshs' daughter, Teresa

Ann '97, who is a member of
Alpha Sigma Nu.
During the dedication ceremony, Dr. Diane Menagh, assistant professor of English and
director of Irish studies, read a
poem about the oil lamps left
behind by emigrating Irish. She
also spoke about her great
grandmother's trip to the United
States to escape the famine.
Dr. William Abbott, assistant
professor of history and teacher
of Irish history, fielded questions about the Irish famine.
Walsh also spoke at the unveiling and expressed his support for the Mission Volunteer

Program. Following the dedication, the Rev. Paul Carrier, S.J.,
said mass, including a homily
on Irish themes.
Carrier will use the gift of
$50,000 as an enrichment fund
for the Mission Volunteers' existing programs and for the development of new programs.
"I am looking forward to participating in an outreach program in Belfast, Northern Ireland," Carrier said. He will travel
to Belfast at the end of June with
the Rev. Michael Crowley, S.J.,
Executive Assistant to the Academic Vice President, in order
to observe an existing program.

Seniors:
Superlatives and photos
for the Senior Issue are due
this Sat., April 19, to the Mirror office.
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Our Goal Is...It

Unhappy

Owners""
1997 COLLEGE
RADUATE PROGRAM
1997 Ford Escort

Month Lease - First Payment, $600 Down Payment &
$200 Refundable Security Deposit Due At Lease Inception.
(Total Of $995) All Ford Rebates Included.

Mm CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
At Healey Ford/Lincoln/Mercury WE ARE BUSY!
We Are Adding Employees To Better Serve Our Customers.

&wd

THIS IS All OWORTVHm OF A UFETMl!
We Are Seeking Highly Motivated Men & Women Who Are Not
Looking For A Job But Are Looking To Start A Career.

YOU MUST HAVE A STRONG DESIRE TO EARN AT LEAST $3S,000-$80,000
As A Sales Consultant Or A Customer Service Consultant

Q\

—

You Must Have Good People Handling Skills. We Will Teach
You How To Sell, How To Treat Customers, And How To
Manage Your Time. 'PLUS* You Will Receive The Best Pay
Plan In The Industry Along With These Benefits:
Major Medical - 401K Pension Plan - Paid Vacation - Bonuses
OVER 1 50 USED CARS &
TRUCKS IN STOCK NOW

OVER 300 NEW
VEHICLES IN STOCK

"This Offer Supersedes All Previous Offers. Taxes &
Registration Extra. Offer & Terms Based On Accepted
Credit Application. Offer Expires 5-1-97.

flRflfl

Ford
Credit

Call
Mr. Finance

posmoN

—

LWHOKJa MORTGAGE H0LDEH

I (WE)'CERTF1' TW ABOVE WOflMATON B ACCURATE AM AUTHORS *HWVESTO*T10N0f CBEOfTAMlEMPlOVMEKTHBTCWr
AADTHf RtLEASEOF ANY RELATED WORUATOf.
UfUCMfl SQHATUBE

FORD

c® MERCURY
LINCOLN 1
Located Opposite Ansonia Mall
Main St. • Ansonia • 732-5000

On March 6, the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB) awarded
elite accreditation the School
of Business at Fairfield University. The AACSB is the leading accrediting agency for programs in business administration and accounting.
To receive the accreditation,
the School of Business was reviewed by external consultants
and visited by a team of two
business school deans. During
the application process, a member of the AACSB staff also
evaluated the school and found
that it surpassed the agency's
standards.
Dr. Walter Ryba, associate
Dean of the School of Business, said, "The accreditation
puts us in a select, prestigious
company of universities. Our
outstanding faculty and unique
and innovative curriculum
clearly impressed the AACSB."
The AACSB is a non-profit
organization based in St. Louis.
Its goal is to promote high standards in management education at colleges and universities. Just 350 undergraduate
schools across the nation are
accredited by AACSB. In Connecticut, the only AACSB-ac-

credited schools of business are
located at Yale University in
New Haven and the University
of Connecticut in Storrs.
Accreditation helps schools
to attract prestigious faculty and
administrators on a national
level and assists schools in securing support from major corporations for further development. It stimulates curriculum
development in order to keep
pace with future needs and to
prepare students for careers in
business.
Dr. Russell P. Boisjoly, Dean
of the School of Business, said,
"The accreditation is a tribute
to our strong academic programs. To achieve the recognition, a business school must
meet standards of quality relating to curriculum, faculty resources, admissions, degree requirements, building facilities,
library and computer facilities,
financial resources and intellectual climate."
Boisjoly also applauded the
faculty, alumni, and students
who built the school's reputation. "They have distinguished
themselves by their commitment and it would not have been
possible without the concerted
effort of every faculty member,
student and alumnus of the
School of Business."

Women, from p.l
Sharfman also said that a
woman seeking a divorce in Israel is not treated fairly in the
religiously run family court system. "Only the matter of divorce
is decided by the religious court,"
Sharfman said. "The courts do
not see women in the same light
as men."
She would like to see women
have an alternative to the orthodox court system.
After her brief prepared
speech, Sharfman invited questions from the audience regarding issues relevant to the
women's movement in Israel.
She further examined the political and socioeconomic plight of
Israeli women.
Sharfman expressed hope for
future reforms that would benefit women in Israel. She believes that the way women view
themselves has changed after the
successes of the women's rights

movement; women now see
themselves as career oriented,
politicians, and involved in most
aspects of Israeli life.
Sharfman has lectured extensively on the subject of women's
rights around the world. She is
the author of Women in Politics
and Living Without a Constitution: Civil Rights in Israel, and
she anticipates the forthcoming
publication of two more books
on the subject.
Sharfman currently serves as
the chairperson of the Haifa
Cable Television's Public Advisory Committee. She previously
taught political science at Western Galilee College and Haifa
University. Sharfman was a
former member of the Israeli delegation to the United Nations
General Assembly and contributed to various conferences on
human and women's rights.
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Just one more week for
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Meet Dean Grossman
Lauren Pandolfelli
Campus Life Editor Emeritus
A small vase sits, slightly off
center, on the coffee table in Dr.
Orin Grossman's office. Its
simple beauty is easily overshadowed by the ubiquitous
presence of the Yamaha
disklavier piano against the far
wall. But as the conversation
begins, the sun's rays call attention to the vase, magnifying its
colors into a kaleidoscope of
glass.
"I purchased that vase in Estonia on one of my strangest
trips," the Dean, College of Arts
and Sciences says, as he recounts
the time he was crossing the
Russian border into Estonia.
"There's a lot of hostility between the two countries so I had
to wait in the Custom line for
over an hour, until the guards
learned that I was American,
not Russian." Then they pulled
Grossman out of line, apologized profusely for detaining
him, and escorted him past a
line of angry Russians, all waving their fists at the lucky American.
"I feel most alive when I
travel. Everyday is full and
long," Grossman says. His love
of travel is elucidated by his
commitment to develop the
Study Abroad program at
Fairfield University. "The program has grown organically.
You need a level of trust you can
build on, especially when you' re
working with poor countries
because they usually can't fulfill all of their promises,"
Grossman explains. He is exploring the possibilities of developing a study abroad program in St. Petersburg, Russia,
hoping that students will want
to travel to more obscure regions of the world. "American
students are too Eurocentric,"
Grossman adds, a trait he admits of himself as well. He has
been to Japan and Egypt, but

travels predominantly throughout Europe. Regardless of the
region though, Grossman emphasizes the need to immerse
oneself in the culture. "I love
going somewhere, getting lost
and then figuring out how to get
home," he says. "I can handle
the Metro in Paris, but not the
buses, yet."
Upon graduating from
Harvard University with a B achelor of Arts, Grossman didn't
take time off to travel, although
he believes that there wasn't as
much pressure during the late
sixties and early seventies to
get a job as there is today. Instead, he earned a fellowship
for graduate work at Yale Uni-.
versity, where he received a
Ph.D. in music history.
Grossman began teaching at
Fairfield University in 1975.
Five years ago, he was made
the Dean, College of Arts and
Sciences.
Grossman descends from a
line of rabbis, and although he
does not consider himself to be
a religious person, as he gets
older he explores his Jewish
identity and his role at a Jesuit
institution. "When I first began
teaching here, I didn't really
know who the Jesuits were. It
wasn'taconsideration,"hesays,
believing, at the time, that he
would only remain at Fairfield
for a couple of years. He explains that teaching at a Jesuit
institution didn't influence the
way he taught music, although
sometimes it was a source of
humor in his lectures. For example, when Grossman was introducing his students to a piece
by Bach, who wrote for Protestant services, he remarked that,
"Only at Fairfield can a Jew
teach Catholics about Protestant music."
"I do see things a little off
center. Sometimes it was a problem in the classroom because
students didn' t know what I was
talking about," he says.

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS:
1. The Emergency Beach task force
applications are available at the
Info, desk and the FUSA office.
For more information, stop by the
FUSA office or call ext. 2685.
2. Learn all you need to know about
this year's Clam Jam in floor programs from April 20 to 23. For
more information, contact your RA
or the FUSA office.

When Grossman accepted the
position of Dean, College of Arts
and Sciences five years ago, he
began to examine the
University's Jesuit identity because he had to look at "the
whole curriculum and the history of the institution." He recalls an annual meeting he attended only two months after he
had been made Dean, where the
question of what it means to be
a Jesuit was raised. "There were
15 Jesuit deans there, ten Catholics, one Protestant and myself,
the only Jew," he says. "I remember thinking that if these
people don' t know what it means
to be a Jesuit, then I don't have
a clue."
Grossman explains that Jesuit education is in the process
of revision as social mores and
teaching methods continue to
change. 'T ve gotten to feel more
comfortable talking about Jesuit education because all of us,
administrators, faculty, deans,
are part of the dialogue of redefining it," he says. In turn, he
has examined his own beliefs,
feeling "some stirring of a spiritual side." He adds that he wishes
students knew more about the
history of their faith, but speculates that for many of Fairfield's
students, religion is not a strong
component of their lives. " I
didn't think about being Jewish
until I was 30. You come to
those feelings when you have
kids of your own," Grossman
says. "You are not supposed to
be very reflective at 19 and 20.
It's not the time in your life for
that."
Grossman's own maturity, he
says, has evolved through his
relationship with the piano. He
began playing when he was five
years old, and credits his father,
an amateur violinist, with passing on his musical talent to his
son. Grossman practices at least
an hour a day, although he needs
to put in three or more hours
daily to prepare for solo con-

certs. The largest sacrifice
Grossman has made as Dean, he
says, is that he can no longer
give many solo concerts because
he doesn't have as much free
time to memorize the pieces. He
still performs chamber music
though, because the music is
usually in front of him as he
plays. "I wouldn't refuse my
appointment to Dean if I had to
do it over again, although sometimes it comes close," he says.
The fear of performing is
Grossman's greatest challenge,
one he has spent a lifetime working out. He says that when Americans are polled about their fears,
public speaking is the first response they give. "Intensify that
by about 20 and you have a fear
of performing," he explains.
Grossman adds that every performer is nervous before a concert, but the maturing process
entails learning to transform that
nervousness into creative energy.
Instead of worrying about embarrassing himself on stage,
Grossman recognizes that he has
a talent to share. "Everyone is
afraid of making mistakes, but
slips come and go. If you worry
about the first mistake you lose
the emotional message you're
trying to convey. But if you move
on after that mistake, the emotional range will stay with you,"
he says. "This way of thinking
has improved both my music
and my personal life."
Grossman is married to Jane
Sutherland, an artist who taught

at Fairfield University until last
year when she decided to devote more attention to her art
work. One of her paintings, a
large canvas done in oils, hangs
on the wall in Grossman's office, opposite the piano.
Grossman and Sutherland team
taught a summer class, "Modern Art and Music" which covered the period between 1890 to
1950. The most pleasurable
aspect of the experience,
Grossman says, "was behaving
in the classroom so that no one
would know we were married."
As Grossman plays the piano
during his "Last Lecture," again
no one would ever guess that he
was married because his devotion seems to lie solely with the
piano. "The piano has been my
companion, my lover, my enemy, my obsession," he says. "I
have cursed it, wished it to go
away, but am always drawn back
to it."
For his "Last Lecture," in
which the speaker imagines that
he is nearing the end of his life
and gives his final speech,
Grossman chooses to play
'"Rondedna" by Isaac Albeniz.
"I love the shifting moods of
this piece; dramatic, tender,
powerful..." he explains.
As the audience becomes silent and Grossman begins to
play, it is difficult to imagine
that he is nervous. If he does
make any mistakes, they are
overshadowed by emotion, the
only sounds in the room.

Residence life announces plans to
upgrade living accomodations
Kristen Sullivan
A&E Editor
Fran Koerting, Associate
Dean for Residence Life, has announced plans to upgrade furniture and other living accommodations in various residence halls,
effective September 1997.
Plans include refurbishing
every room in Campion Hall with
new desks, chairs, beds and dressers. In Campion, students will
no longer be able to construct
lofts, since the new beds will be
similar in style to the loftable
beds currently found in Dolan
Hall and Loyola Hall.
The University made a budget request to help implement
the changes, since Regis Hall
and Campion Hall currently have
the original furniture from when

the halls were built.
Additionally, Koerting said
that the Loyola first floor lounge
will be made larger to include a
TV, and a kitchen area. This
lounge is the first of its kind at
Fairfield, and Koerting hopes
to make a kitchen available to
every residence hall within a
few years.
The Loyola second floor
lounge will be refurbished with
small study tables and possibly
some computer tables, so that
students won't be limited to
sharing a table or two amongst
many other students.
Koerting also announced that
the service floor, originally
planned for the ground floor of
Regis, will not be implemented
this year, due to a lack of student interest. The department

of residence life received only
seven applications, all from
males, which were not enough
to fill the floor's capacity.
"The decision was made in
conjunction with the students
who were planning it (the floor).
I give those students a lot of
credit for rallying around it.
They were very discouraged that
there wasn't enough support,"
Koerting said.
Koerting stated that the service floor, students dedicated to
volunteering within the community as a floor, was a pilot
program. She is interested in
hearing what types of floors students would like to live on, so
she is asking the Senate, Cabinet, and IRHG for their input on
servicing the needs of the students in regards to types of
floors.
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HIV testing over the
counter
Matthew J. Kelley
Staff Writer
Getting tested for the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) brings with it a
great deal of anxiety. A person might
endure countless looks from medical staff,
as well as suffer through the long wait for
the test results. Recently, however, the
medical industry made this ordeal a bit
easier.
A few years ago, Direct Access Diagnostics, a Johnson and Johnson company,
developed an "easy, accurate, and completely anonymous" way for people to
test themselves for HIV. The company
calls it Confide, HIV Testing and Counseling service. After gaining the Food
and Drug Administration's approval, the
test entered the market place in early
1996.
Since that time, several HIV tests have
emerged filling the pharmacy shelves.
Television commercials give phone numbers to order test kits, and a quick search
on the internet reveals-that there are several companies devoted to home testing
for HIV.
The idea of a home test seems practical
and even beneficial; it simplifies the testing process and prevents embarrassment
for the individual being tested. However,
the new surge in products and services
leaves the consumer adrift in a sea of
questions concerning reliability and price.
At present, only blood and saliva tests
are available to the general public. Blood
tests seem simple, and cost between $40
and $50. They require the patient to take
a blood sample from his fingertip, and
mail it to the company laboratory. Then
the patient must wait 3 to 7 days before

calling in for their results.
Saliva tests are a bit easier as well as
less expensive. Their rapid results, usually between 3 and 5 minutes, might make
a consumer doubt the accuracy of such a
test, but independent researchers claim
that the test had a 99.8 percent accuracy
rating. The test is similar to a home
pregnancy test. First, the saliva is collected, and then the two solutions are
added to it to change the color. A red color
indicates the presence of HIV antibodies.
So which test is most effective? Most
pharmacies carry only blood tests, which
narrows down the choice. At Fay' s pharmacy in Saratoga Springs, NY, pharmacist Steve Pryor acknowledges the difficulty in selecting a test. "People should be
careful when selecting a test and do a little
research first," said Pryor. "I didn't even
know that saliva tests existed."
Paul Sorum, a physician at the Albany
Medical Center in New York, believes
that saliva tests are less accurate. "If I had
to recommend a test, it would be by blood,
simply for the proven accuracy," said
Sorum. "It's the way we test in my clinic."
Many physicians share the same opinion as Sorum. A person considering an
HIV home test should consider one of the
following blood tests:
-Confide — Type: HIV-I blood test at a
cost of $40. Counseling services are available. Call 1-800-THE TEST or visit your
local pharmacy.
-Home Access and Home Access Express
— Type: HIV-I blood test at a cost between $40 and $60, respectively. Counseling services are available. Call 1-800HIV-TEST or visit your local pharmacy
for more information.
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Lending a hand through
Heads tart
Jessica Martinesi
Assistant Campus Life Editor
With her school week ending on
Thursday, junior Bissie Slimmon is free
to spend her long weekend any way she
chooses. But for Slimmon, every Friday
is devoted to a program known as
Headstart.
Head of the volunteers on campus,
Slimmon often offers car rides to fellow
volunteers so that underclassmen are not
denied the opportunity to help out.
Slimmon is one of approximately 60 to
70 volunteers from Fairfield University
who volunteers annually in the Headstart
program. Despite the two to five hours
she spends in Bridgeport, Slimmon's
work always comes home with her.
Organizing volunteers, allotting supplies
and attending meetings with her advisor, Dr. Judy Primavera, Slimmon has
thrown her heart into the project.
"The experience is wonderful when
you see a child affected by your presence," Slimmon said. Similar experiences draw other students to volunteer,
thereby extending their social and academic circles beyond campus activities.
Headstart, an outreach program which
began in the 1960's, is a state-funded
program which offers children between
the ages of three and four and their
families educational and social opportunities. Economic status is a primary factor for acceptance into the program. A
family must have an annual income of
$10,000 or less to be eligible.
Like many other social programs,
Headstart is often targeted by the state as
an institution which can exist with mini-

mum economic support. Budget cuts
directly influence the program, both its
resources as well as its accessibility to the
community. Yet, Headstart is primarily
supported by state funding and also relies
on donated grants. Both of these economic sources allow Headstart to help the
community, which is in a constant need of
its services. These grants enable Headstart
to provide student car pools and to buy
materials such as crayons, markers, paper
and books for the children.
Volunteers aid trained teachers by
spending time with the children and by
reinforcing classroom instruction. Attention is focused on visual skills such as
color coordination. Volunteers also stress
the importance of proficient reading skills
by reading books to the children. "The
biggest impact is when I go in and the
children say, 'Oh hi! We've missed you,'
or 'When are you coming back?" Slimmon
said.
The importance of Headstart is illustrated in the obvious advancements made
by the children, as well as in the secure
relationships they develop with volunteers. Students are drawn to Headstart
because they are given chances to work
with children and visibly improve the
future of their lives.
"My experience at Headstart over the
past two and a half years has been a very
positive one," said junior Bethany
Walcott. "I have experienced the true joy
of learning through children's eyes and I
would thoroughly recommend the program to anyone who enjoys children and
is interested in helping others who are
less fortunate."

From the Field...
Dr. Ronald M. Davidson
Department of Religious Studies
Headgear: Little cogs that make your
brains work. Oil as needed
Like other peoples of the world, Asians
tend to use headgear as an essential part
of national and regional identity. The
Sikh's turban, the Ladakhi's brocaded
stovepipe, the Chinese worker's caputhey
are distinctive and serve both in selfpresentment as well as in their function
to cover the cranium. Some cultures are
hat cultures, some are scarf cultures, and
the difference between them is instinctive. Indians, especially Hindus, are scarf
people, while Muslims and Chinese tend
to be cap people. On the other hand,
Tibetans are hatters, no doubt about it.
I wear a hat in Asia. Because I'm from
the American West, I wear a western hat.
Since I' ve had small spots of skin cancer
four times already, it's essential that I
cover my noggin with something larger
than a handkerchief. My ancestors came
from Scotland and England; while they
were hacking each other up with big
claymores, they didn' t worry much about
the elements. When my family moved
West with the California gold rush,
though, they took to wearing the big
broad-rimmed hats that made Mr. Steston
a wealthy man. I got my first Stetson hat
at the age of fourteen. It's still with me,
though it looks the worse for wear after I
trashed it working construction for almost seven years.
Each time I come to Asia, I get a new

hat. Nothing personal, but I prefer hats
made west of the Great Plains in places
like Elko, Bozeman, or Stockton, where
hard working folks give good value.
Western hats get folded up in regional
styles, and I bend my hats like I learned
to from the buckaroos who ride the
northern Sierra Nevada range close to
where I grew up. An esteemed colleague from England likes to kid me by
calling me "Tex" when I wear a western
hat around campus, but I have never
once worn a Texican flat-brim like a
dime-store cowboy. Texicans don't remove their hats indoors or when they
talk to ladies, things Western gentlemen
are supposed to learn. I got this hat
when I was visiting my family in California last summer; found a reasonable
one at the Roseville Roundup, where I
always buy fine sombreros.
Indians wear little caps on top or
scarveswrappedaroundtheirheads. The
caps are mostly in the North, with specific ethnic styles from Kashmir, Kullu,
Kinnaur and Kumaon, places brought to
you by the letter K. Muslims also wear
caps, sometimes distinctively embroidered like little doilies your grandmother
put on the furniture. In the plains, Hindus tend to wear scarves, and the men
wrap the scarves vertically from under
the chin to the crown. Horizontal wrapping comes when the scarves get big and
fancy, for then they become turbans,
and the farmers in Maharastra have the
most colorful big turbans F ve seen, with
yards of yellow and red cloth piled up.
Since they don't wear hats and the
British did, Indians strangely see my hat

as a badge of authority. This year alone,
I've been addressed as "Captain" (oddly
military), "James Bond" (flattering), and
"Michael Jackson" (insulting), as well
as by less benign designations. One man
in Delhi, a victim of a self-inflicted movie
fixation, asked me to show him my gun,
as if wearing a hat required my marching
down the streets of Tombstone at high
noon. Knowing nothing of hat manufacture, Indians think my hat is made of
leather and are astonished to find that it's
fashioned of felt, 100 percent wool, although the best western hats are crafted
or fur felt, mostly beaver and rabbit.
Tibetans, on the other hand, are real
hat people, no scarves need apply. Since
they ride horses herding bovines on the
open plains (but at 14,000 feet), they
recognize a good hat when they see one.
When they see my lid, they tend to break
into enormous smiles. Broad-brimmed
hats figure in their literature, their folk
art, and their images of a "true Tibetan,"
much as it does in the American West.
They can spot a good felt a mile away,
and no Tibetan has ever asked me if my
hat was leather. Instead, they all want to
buy my chapeau. There's a Bhutanese
bowl salesman who followed me around
the Bodygaya bazaar, offering me anything he had for the hat, but I told him I'd
look funny with a Bhutanese bowl on my
head. More like a cap, I'd say. Definitely not my style.
Because they see my hat with quite
different iconographic valences, Indians
and Tibetans have different ways of dealing with hat photography. Indians, with
the authority fascination, want to be pho-

tographed next to me wearing my hat, as
if the position they have conferred on me
will rub off onto them. Iftherearetwoof
them, they want to stand on either side of
the "Captain," preferably in front of a
famous building, so that the Indian context is recognizable. Tibetans, conversely, want to borrow the hat and get
their pictures taken. I can butt out, thanks.
Since it supports their images of innate
Tibetanness, the presence of an American is an unwanted intrusion into the
picture. If I were a mercenary, I'd charge
a buck per shot, and make money while
I'm here. Then I'd be like one Tibetan
lama, the Karmapa, who had an entire
ritual constructed around his lid and
charged money for people to be present.
In the seventeenth century, the Fifth Dalai
Lama remarked that whatever his faults,
at least he didn't sell his hat for a living
like Karmapa.
My hat is pretty dirty now, the reason
I bought a relatively cheap new one for
the trip. A lot of India has rubbed off
onto the surface of the felt, and it's been
sat on once by a fat police sergeant in
Banaras. That's okay. If I need to revive
it, I'll get it cleaned and reblocked, but
probably I' 11 just get another new one the
next time I'm out West. Maybe next
time I'll drag back to Connecticut the
whole enchilada as well as a '53 Chevy
Pickup, lever-action Winchester, and a
one-eyed dog. Then I'll feel right at
home. Until then, just ask around the
Assi neighborhood of Banaras for the
Captain. I'll be having my picture taken.
Smile!
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Working in a male dominated field
Jennifer Imperia
Assistant Editor Campus Life Emeritus
I was the youngest sister inducted into
the International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 14-B, one year after working as a laborer for a small general contractor in the Bronx. Eighteen years old
and completely inexperienced, my life as
one of the few female construction workers was mentally straining as well as physically demanding, but a combination of
great pay, phenomenal benefits and the
opportunity to work outdoors made the
decision to start a little easier.
My first job was installing guard rail on
the Staten Island Expressway, located two
hours away from home. Waking up at
4:30 a.m. was exhausting, and the lengthy
commute drained me, but I refused to be
late for work because I knew that I had to
prove myself to the others. A popular
misconception is that most female construction workers are flag people who
simply wave on traffic all day. Needless
to say, I was told from the beginning that
I would not receive any special treatment.
Aside from the shoveling, raking and drilling, I was also lifting and moving heavy
equipment and materials, relatively speaking. One week after I started, I was at the
doctor's with a 104 degree fever caused by
dehydration and over exertion. I spent the
rest of the summer with aching muscles
and a bruised body, yet I thrived on the
challenge.
Initially I worked with a crew of about
15 men, but that number grew as the job
progressed. There were the laborers who
dug ditches, the iron workers who assembled the guard rail, the operating engineers who ran the machines, and the foremen who were supposed to make sure that

everything ran smoothly. We were all
unionized so we were guaranteed a ten
minute coffee break at 9 (which usually
lasted about a half hour), and a half hour
for lunch at 12. Working along side of a
busy highway was dangerous so we wore
the standard gear of hard hats, orange
vests and steel tipped boots, which was
fortunate because I once watched a car

A popular misconception is that
most female construction workers
are flag people who simply wave
on traffic all day.

slide off the road and into the guy working
next to me (he was out of the hospital that
afternoon).
The greatest part about working in the
field was being able to tell people that I
was actually a construction worker. People
had a hard time believing me, especially
since I broke the mold of the stereotypical
female laborer who is erroneously characterized as a 250 pound feminist who
likes football and hoagies. However, being a young and inexperienced woman
had its disadvantages. On top of being
taken for granted as a worker, I was constantly harassed and humiliated. I liked to
convince myself that I could do anything
"the guys" could do, but my inability to

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION '97
• Over 300 courses in
44 departments

• Tuition discounts for
teaching professionals

• Earn a full year's credit
in biology, chemistry,
physics, or one of
eight languages

• Courses in everything
from the Beatles to
biochemistry

• Smaller class sizes
• Weekly outdoor
movie nights

fulfill certain tasks, such as operat ing a
150 pound jack hammer, often proved me
wrong. Moreover, during those 9 a.m.
coffee breaks, I was generally the one sent
to pick up the order. It was frustrating
because I realized that taking the coffee
order was the only job that my foreman
thought I was capable of handling. After
2 months of that, I told him what he could

what film
,r
:

• Five ways to study
abroad this summer
• Campus musical and
theatrical productions

SUMMER BETTER
THAN OTHERS
• Earn two, three, or four credits
and conduct field research in
-archaeology
-environmental studies
-ethnography
-social po):cy
-urbanology

do with his order and I never had to get the
coffee again.
Albeit, there were good times as well as
bad. I was working on a job at Union
Square in New York City where they were
reconstructing the subway lines. There
was a lot of heavy equipment used, and the
work was strenuous, so I was told to sit
and watch the machines for 12 hours per
shift. This was to insure that nothing was
stolen. I was glad to be of such
assistance I left that job in 2 days.
Fighting the comments and sexual innuendos with sarcasm only protected me
externally. Realizing that my co-workers
failed to take me seriously, it was often
difficult to motivate and work hard, but if
I didn't I would have become exactly what

they perceived women workers to be,
lazy. So I forced myself to endure the
daily marriage proposals, honking cars
and x-rated suggestions, but not without
frustration.
On the positive side, construction work
was extremely gratifying in the sense that
we progressed on a daily basis and the
development was visible. We were hired
for the guard rail job subsequent to a fatal
automobile accident on the expressway
that killed several teenagers, and it was
satisfying to hear that the number of fatal
accidents had significantly decreased since
the installation of the guard rail. I also
worked on the construction of a freight
rail line in the South Bronx that will
facilitate transporting the materials that
will ultimately rebuild the area surrounding Yankee Stadium.
Working in construction was a phase
of my life that has dramatically shaped my
personality and strengthened my sense of
independence. I realized that as much as
I wanted to be accepted, female laborers
are resented and unappreciated. Women
are judged by their looks rather than their
ability to work. Although I befriended
interesting people and experienced a
lifestyle most young people don't get to
see, I chose to leave the industry because
it can be hard to handle at times. I laugh
when people are shocked to learn that I
know how to operate a back hoe or a
power drill, and I fondly remember all the
guys I met out in the field, but I am
personally thankful that come May, F11 be
comfortably sitting in an office rather
than digging ditches. Looking back, I
know that I had fun, but I also know that
I did something in my life that shows me
that I can do anything. For that I am also
thankful.
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From the Editor's
Desk...

Editorial/Commentary
The Fairfield Mirror
Frank White the Desperado (1972-1997)

It's that wonderful time of the year, Registration.
It seems that everyone sighs when they hear the word
registration. Why? Time and time again, students
try to figure out the perfect schedule of how to fulfill
core and graduate on time with their chosen major.
However, something always seems to get in the way:
i.e. time code conflicts, closed or cancelled classes,
and the infamous lottery number.
Is there a fairer system out there? Some schools
have registration by phone. This eliminates lines in
the registar's office, but the chance of getting a busy
signal is greater.
It seems that no matter what way registration
takes place, it can still be a headache. Registration
for core takes place starting April 28 for the Class of
1998, April 29 for the Class of 1999, and April 30 for
the Class of 2000. Good luck!
On a positive note, Clam Jam is on this year. This
is due to the defeat of the ordinance proposed by the
RTM. In order that we have Clam Jam this year,
please follow the new rules. FUSA is sponsoring floor
programs to educate ALL students about the proper
procedure. If you cannot attend one of these floor
programs, see your RA or contact FUSA. By following the rules, we will be able to continue the annual
tradition of Clam Jam.
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Christopher Deis
Commentary Editor Emeritus
I have a new hobby. I collect
magazine and newspaper articles
about dead rap stars. It is not a
hobby I enjoy, so I guess in one
sense it is not really a hobby, but
more of a duty. As a member of
what was once was called the
Hip Hop nation, I feel an obligation to try to make sense out of
what is going on within hip hop
culture. Now, don't expect me to
wax poetic, subscribe some deep
cultural or racial significance or
make predictions about the future following the death of Notorious B.I.G. I did that once with
Tupac Shakur. In fact, I wish I
didn't even have to put-pen to
paper and once more write about
death in hip hop. In fact, I can't
even promise you that what I am
going to say is original because
I've read so much on the subject
and listened and dissected so
many of the Notorious BIG's
lyrics trying to figure out who he
was and how this could' ve happened that the words of others
are sure to mix with my own. The
rap star supreme that the hip hop
community now mourns went
by many different names. The
unbelievable one as he liked to
be called was also known as The
Notorious B.I.G., Biggie Smalls,
Frank White and often forgotten
and eclipsed by the other names,
Christopher Wallace. What I can
say with 100% confidence is that
I didn't know any of these people
personally, and if the contents of
his music or off mike behavior
are any indication, I don't think I
would have wanted to.
All I can say is that I love
Biggie because as Toure said in
The Village Voice, that motherf~a could rap! Biggie made love
to the words and as a d.j. in
training and a radio personality
on our campus radio station I
know his rhymes can turn people
orgasmic. It is ironic and probably appropriate that the media
and the critics have paid close
attention to this person, the man,
the rapper that was as much a
product of the media and the
music industry as an example of
the man, Chris Wallace. But the

man that has been most neglected
and is ironically most important
to understanding the death of the
Notorious B.I.G. is Frank White
the Desperado.
You see the world and the
vision that hip hop stars cultivate
in their imaginations and those of
the marketers that pimp their music to an all consuming public is
that of rap gangster. Notice I did
not say gangsta, as seen in the
overused phrase "gangsta rap." I
meant gangster as in Al Capone.
Frank White was a character and
person that aspired for more than
his meager background and the
societal impediments of growing
up poor and black in the ghetto
provided for him. Now is not the
time to debate fact vs. perception
in the issue of the probability of a
poor, black kid from the ghetto
making it in this world. What we
must acknowledge is that many
poor kids in this nations ghettos
probably agree with Biggie's appraisal of success as coming either from basketball or from
drugs. This perception is all that
matters! Biggie and others like
him adopted the gangster image
as their statement of success. The
Crystal and Versace wear are status symbols that for the Notorious B.I.G. were his way of saying that black does not have to
equal poor and that he turned the
dream of being a rapper into reality.
Frank White is dead not because of his music but because
the world that he navigated and
tried to find success in by any
means possible is violent, and
unneccessarily so, to its young
black men, a tragedy amplified
by the fact that the bullets come
from guns fired by people that
look like the victim. Does rap or
hip-hop music cause violence?
Sure, but only so much as American culture cultivates it by making success seem so improbable
to so many. What killed Frank
White was not his music but that
the dream of gangster pimp is
just not feasible in 1997 because
as Biggie said on his first album,
"things done changed."
I shouldn' t need to tell you the
following in order to make you
care about Biggie Small's death,

but I know that I must.
Chris Wallace was born to a
hard working immigrant Jamaican
mother. His father left him at an
early age. Chris Wallace had
dreams of being a graphic artist but
had to abandon them because he
had no role models, and where he
came from, people just didn't do
that. Recently, success had soured
on him and Chris Wallace had
found a closeness to God. It seems
that Biggie had a sense of his own
mortality, in fact, he had a tattoo
from Psalm 27 on his arm that read:
"The lord is my light and salvation, whom shall I fear? "The Lord
is the truth ofmy life, ofwhom shall
I be afraid? When the wicked, even
my enemies and foes, came upon
me to bite my flesh, they stumbled
and fell. Chris Wallace had decided to "grow up" and be a good
father to his children. I wish I could
tell you that this death didn't have
poetic and ironic quality ahout it,
when in fact it did (the last title on
his new CD is titled You're nobody till somebody kills you."
I know that for most people the
death of Chris Wallace would just
be another sound bite about another black man killed under suspicious circumstances and very few
would probably care. Unfortunately, Frank White was not bulletproof and that is the only reason
that we are talking, however briefly
about the death of Chris Wallace.
What can we do? Good hearted
people can struggle to provide opportunity for those that don't have
it. Justice minded people and black
and Latino people in particular,
that have found success, can teach
poor kids that you don't have to be
Frank White, Biggie Smalls or
Michael Jordan in order to have
"nice things."
Chris Wallace, wherever you
are I hope you are at peace and
realize that in the minds of the real
hip hop heads, the ones that love
vinyl, and not the pop music
passerbys that will buy your CD
because of the hype, that both
Biggie Smalls, that bad ass motherf~a on the microphone and Chris
Wallace, the honor student gone
wrong, will never be forgotten or
replaced. Christopher Wallace may
you rest in peace.

Jerry Brown to speak on Earth Day
Publication Policy
To the Editor:
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers.
Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be
submitted to Box A A or to the Mirror Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga
Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must also be
typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3) Letters must be received
by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the following Thursday. 4) Letters to the
Editor must be signed. Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror
Editorial Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on a face to face
basis so that room can be reserved for more general topics. 6) Letters must be
free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also
be free of grammatical and spelling errors. 7) All announcements and other
submissions must be typewritten and received by 6:00 PM on the Sunday
prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised. 8)
Once received all submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror.
Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to edit such. The Editorial
Board shall determine which articles will appear. The Board's decision
is final. -

As the 27th anniversary of
Earth Day nears, I cannot help
but wonder why we bother setting this day aside in the futile
attempt to increase environmental awareness. Today's average
person cares little about the status of his/her surroundings. Even
on what is supposed to be the
fountainhead of ideals, the college campus, one cannot walk
from one building to the next
without witnessing copious debris. An even better example of
this blatant apathy is the failure
to distinguish the differences
among the following items: office paper, newspaper, aluminum
cans and garbage. Perhaps they

should have this as a section on
the SAT's.
So, for what it is worth, and I
my fellow Student Environment
Association members would
like to announce what we are
doing for Earth Day this year.
On April 18, we will be going to
the Fairfield Woods Middle
School to teach eighth-graders
about some environmental issues, such as recycling and conservation. There will be a hikea-thon of sorts April 19 from 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. called March for
Parks for which all are welcome. Jerry Brown is giving a
lecture about "Sustainable Communities" on Earth Day (April
22). More information will be

posted about the latter two events
around the campus center over
the next week, so keep your eyes
open.
For the long term, the SEA
will be planning a nature trail
around the campus as part of the
30 year plan to restructure campus. We have Dr. Randy Chambers to thank for bringing a little
social conscience back to this,
our college campus. It is a shame
that most of our generation (myself included) do not have the
foresight and/or common sense
to recognize contingent problems
and act against them.
Joshua Pothier
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Peer Educators respond
To the Editor,
Last week, there was an article published concerning Peer Education and one
of its teams' methods of spreading awareness on this campus. To begin, if there
was anyone, be they HI V+ or not, that was
offended by the T-shirt campaign that we
undertook, we offer our most sincere apology. As our astute critics pointed out, the
slogan was intended to be preventative,
and was never intended to offend.
Ironically, after working so many hours
preparing for and actually implementing
our AIDS Awareness Week, our jobs are
still not done. Within the article that was
printed last week there were a few inaccuracies that we would now like to address.
Our colleagues stated that we never stated
that is was. What we were merely trying
to point out is that living with HIV or
AIDS carries with it a significant change
in one's lifestyle. The severity of this
change is definitely subjective, however,
there most undeniably is some form of
change. That change, however great it
may be, is certainly not positive. The
physical, mental, and monetary damage
that is inflicted by the HIV virus is overwhelming. Our critics are quick to point
out that, there are people who are living
"functional and good" lives; while such
cases may exist, the majority of people
living with AIDS have endured hardships
far beyond what is necessary and fair in
human existence.
As with all University programming,
there is an audience which is targeted. For

more than ten years now, passive contraction has been virtually eliminated, due to
"medical advancements". Our slogan
was intended for those students who may
actively put themselves at risk to contract
the HIV virus, which was explicitly illustrated in our numerous, campus-wide
notices.
Our critics allude to their "contact"
with HIV-infected people. Many of us on
the Peer Education AIDS team can relate
to this experience through our own friends
and family members. We ourselves have
witnessed the trials associated with the
diagnosis of this virus. "Good" and "functional" are not the first words which enter
our minds when we envision the difficulties that they have been through. We on
the Team would not wish this disease on
anyone. We would hope that our critics
seem so ready and willing to do. AIDS is
a disease which we must unite against if
we are to overcome it. Therefore, we
extend an invitation to anyone who feels
they want to make a difference in the fight
against this deadly disease.
Daniel Conroy '98
Danielle Curiale '98
Sarah Devine '98
Darren Doughty '97
Katie Hartigan '98
Sharon LaFlamme'98
Jen Regan '98
Erin Ryan '98
Jason Sconziano '97
Kara Sherwood '97
Sarah Young '00

Fairfield University's
Best-Kept Secret
Joseph Marcello
Co-Commentary Editor

Have you ever had a problem that you
weren't comfortable telling to your
friends but, nonetheless, would like to
tell to someone? Are you aware that
there is an entire Counseling Services
Center right here at Fairfield University
for students who find themselves in such
situations ?
Unfortunately, many students are not
even aware of the Counseling Center's
existence. In fact, Counseling Services
may be one of Fairfield University's
best-kept secrets. A prime reason for
this is its location. Counseling Services
is located in Dolan Hall, near the Health
Center. To reach Counseling Services,
you must drive or walk to the rear of
Dolan, go underneath the car tunnel, and
proceed to the first door on the right, the
one marked "Health Center." (There is
no sign for Counseling Services). Counseling Services is, however, is NOT part
of the Health Center, but an entirely
separate entity.
Counseling Services is staffed by Dr.
Susan Birge and Elise Harrison. A third
therapist, Cynthia Swift, works out of
the Center for Multicultural Relations in
Loyola Hall. The staff are highly qualified, licensed psychotherapists. They
are legally and ethically bound to confidentiality, so students need not worry
that the confidentiality of their concerns
will be compromised. The counseling
staff are there each school day and they
carry beepers so that students in need
may reach them at any time.
Should you choose to visit Counsel-

ing Services, you will find that the decor
is not at all like the sterile, clinical environment of the Health Center. Counseling Services is decorated warmly and
tastefully, in an atmosphere that fosters
comfort, not intimidation.
The most widespread misconception
about Fairfield University's best-kept
secret is that Counseling Services is only
for students who are facing major crises.
This is totally false. In fact, says Elise
Harrison, Counseling Services is a place
for solving smaller problems before they
develop into serious problems that will
cause a great deal of pain. Of course,
students with more major concerns are
still encouraged to make use of Counseling Services.
Students can see counselors about any
issue that is troubling them. Issues including, but not limited to diet, alcohol,
sex, pregnancy, stress, relationships, family problems, depression, anxiety, and
grief are all dealt with by the counselors.
In addition to one-on-one counseling,
Counseling Services runs support groups
for students. Such groups tackle issues
like eating and body image, stress reduction, and coping with grief, among
other things. Counseling Services also
coordinates off-campus referrals and
psycho-education programing.
Counseling Services is available to
any student who wants to discuss anything that is troubling him or her. It is
truly a tremendous resource at Fairfield
University . If you are interested in
contacting Counseling Services for any
reason, their extension is x2146. A counselor will be happy to return your call to
set up an appointment. There is no
charge for students.
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COUNSELING SERVICES

Dolan Center
Personal stressors can often get in the
way of you achieving your goals.

•anxiety
• depression
• eating disorders
• substance abuse
• family problems
• HIV information
• gay/lesbian issues
At FAIRFIELD, you dont have to deal
with your problems alone.
Call x2146 for professional,
confidential, counseling at no charge.
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Why Do We Do Service?
Timothy Welsh
Co-Commentary Editor
This past weekend Fairfield University
students participated in the Great Hunger
Clean Up in what has become a rite of
spring on this campus. Surely the idea of
community service goes hand and hand
with the Jesuit Ideal that is often referred
to in Fairfield University Publications.
This ideal is what many people see as
setting our institution apart form others,
and examples like the Hunger Clean Up
give Fairfield a chance to display our
commitment to that ideal. This must lead
all of us to ask ourselves "Why do we do
service?"
It's hard to escape all of the publicity
surrounding an event like the Hunger Clean
Up both on and off campus. The town
government of Fairfield declared Saturday April 12 as "Hunger Clean Up Day" in
Fairfield. Ironically this same town government has recendy considering proposals on how to deal with the yearly party j
known as "Clam Jam." The publicity that
Fairfield receives from both of these events
greatly effects our school's prestige, reputation, and endowment. In fact it is no
secret that many within the school's administration must realize that the good
press that would come from the Hunger
Clean Up would help to counteract the
negative effects of the town's attack of
Clam Jam. Before the event happened I
was reminded of this fact as a good reason

to participate in the Hunger Clean Up. If
it is part of our thought process then we
must seriously reevaluate the reasons why
we do the service we do.
Another example of service within our
University community that begs this same
question of why we serve others is the
Regis Service Floor. The Service floor,
unlike the Hunger Clean Up, is a Fairfield
tradition that is ending. This semester
there were large turnouts at meetings demanding the Service Floor remain intact
after a threat to end the Service Floor.
After a great deal of work by students and
staff who believed in the Service Floor,
when it came time to actually commit to
doing service those same students at the
initial meetings were nowhere to be found.
Unfortunately when it came to be committed to service in a context outside of
getting a t-shirt and for longer than one
day no one was interested. So now we are
left without a program, the Service Floor,
that was one of the best expressions of our
commitment to the Jesuit Ideal that we
claim as our own.
So where does this leave us as a university? Certainly I would not suggest that
we should not continue to do service.
What I would say is that we should ask
ourselves why we do what we do. If we
didn't have a presentation of an award
every year at halftime would we still work
so hard? If we couldn't put community
service on our resume would we do it at
all.
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It can happen to
anyone anywhere
Matthew Kelley
Staff Writer
When first given the assignment of
tackling such an emotionally charged,
controversial, and broad topic as date
rape, I became apprehensive. I remember well the article and responses in the
Fall Mirror on sexual harassment. I
understand that the Fairfield University
community is conservative, Catholic, and
largely female. I know also that the
reader often interprets words, sentences,
and even paragraphs crafted by writers
in different ways. Such exposition inspires the reader to review, contemplate,
and respond to the writer. I ask only that
the reader do so responsibly.
On a Saturday night last February, two
students at Brown University had sex.
A startling discovery? Doubtful.
Many chance meetings at universities
produce similar outcomes. The aftermath of this sexual, or as some believe
non-sexual situation, however raises some
questions regarding campus polices and
"men's rights." About a month after the
incident, the woman involved filed a rape
complaint against the involved male,
Adam Lack. Three months later, the
Brown University Disciplinary Council
found Lack guilty of sexual misconduct.
Surprised? Probably not. Stories flow
through the gossip channels about date
rape. The New York Times claims that
one out of four women are sexually
assaulted. Bright posters blanket college
campuses screaming "No means No."
Phyllis Pennesse, chair of the National
Coalition Against Sexual Assault, helped
spearhead the college awareness program.
She believes that "[the male] takes what
he has grown up with as cues. When all
the while she says no, he's been told she
means 'yes'."
"Date rapes" are happening at universities across the country. Males must be
ignoring the cries of "no." Is such a
statement true? As a result of "misunderstanding," it seems that many now hesitate to have sexual intercourse. The issue
of consent and disease (love notwithstanding) elicit a newfound caution. Time
for the curveball. What if the female
initiates sex, AND asks her partner to use
acondon? On the surface it would appear
to be the recipe for consensual sex. However, if the woman's breath reeks of
cigarettes, beer, and puke, a male better
think twice.
Consider the Brown University case
reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education: Adam Lack found a woman lying
next to a puddle of vomit at his fraternity
house. Lack, sober at the time, invited
her to sleep in his room. She walked
there without assistance. He then gave
her a glass of water and lay down next to
her fully clothed. According to Lack, the
woman began to kiss and touch him sexu-

ally, asking, "Do you have a condom?"
and "Will you get one?" After intercourse, the woman wanted to know if
there was anything else she could do for
Lack. Lack claims he suggested and
received oral sex. The two students then
stayed up and smoked cigarettes until
6:00 A.M.
If the story presented is true, was Lack
guilty of rape? Or was he a victim of a
university's efforts to protect a woman at
the expense of the rights of a man? The
woman did not refute any of Lack's statement; she refuses to release her own. She
claims that she does not remember the
incident and feels she never consented to
sex with Adam Lack.
Brown University sides with her. Its
codes of conduct do not allow "non-consensual physical contact of a sexual nature," including "advantage gained by the
offended student's mental or physical incapacity or impairment of which the offending student was aware or should have
been aware."
Translation: Sex should not take place
when one student is under the influence of
alcohol. Disciplinary council members
believe the vomit should have "tipped"
Lack off that the female student was drunk.
Adam Lack wants a more clear definition of consent. "If someone initiates
something, isn't that consent?" he says.
"The only person who can consent then is
me, and I did." Lack felt that the woman
involved acted sober. How was he to
know? One Brown University professor
said it best, "The eye can misjudge, which
is why police officers administer breath
tests to suspected drunk drivers."
A somewhat "gray" area exists. Must
a man bring protection AND a breathalyzer
with him on a date? What if Adam Lack
was drunk and he did not remember the
incident? Would the university charge
him with sexual misconduct? Under
Brown's codes, it can trust neither Lack
nor the woman's word about consent.
What if Lack was drunk, she was sober,
and she inititated the contact? Would the
university charge her with rape?
Go to any college bar. A quick scan
reveals drunk women flocking around
drunk men and the reverse. Surely, the
bartender added quite a bit of hormone to
the Vodka Collins' drinks prepared. How
many of those students will remember
giving consent?
Alcohol appears as the common denominator in many date rapes cases. Until
it disappears, consent will remain that
"gray" area; it will not be known, or
remembered, by the individuals involved.
A song entitled "Date Rape" on a past
Sublime track reveals this. It tells of a
man getting a woman drunk and then
driving her to a far off place. Later, its
chorus bemoans, "That's when things go
out of control. The moral of the date rape
story...it does not pay to be drunk and
horny."

Attention Readers:
Letters to the Editor are due by
Sunday night to Box AA or the
Mirror office.
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"The One Chosen: Christ in Recent New York Art"
on exhibit at Walsh Art Gallery
PR-Does Christ have
a place in the embattled psyche
of 20th century Americans? A
group of over 20 New York area
artists have chosen to tackle that
question. Their reflections—
mysterious, disturbing, and joyful—can be viewed in "The One
Chosen: in Recent New York
Art," on display at the Walsh
Art Gallery from Friday, April
18-Saturday, May 31, Tuesday
through Saturday from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Rev.
James
R.
Blaettler, S.J., a professor of Art
History in the Department of
Visual and Performing Arts at
Fairfield University, notes that
the work of Dr. Regnerus
Steensma of Groningen, The
Netherlands, was the initial catalyst for this exhibit, which mirrors the broader visual cultures
of New York, and touches on
such important issues as AIDS,
breast cancer, cultural displacement and public devotional sentiment.
"This is not a traditional exhibit by a group of
Christian artists," emphasized
Rev. Blaettler who brought the
show into its present form.
"While many of these artists are
Christians, culturally Jewish, or
individuals who do not perceive
a need for a belief system. All
found themselves—sometimes
to their own surprise—searching for a sense of the spiritual in
the figure of Christ. As art historians, Dr. Steensma and I wanted
to examine what is at the heart of
this phenomenon. What connec-

tion do artists today make to the
symbol of Christ?"
Among the many arresting images in the exhibition is "Breasts on Cross" by
Nancy Fried. For the last nine
years, Fried's work has been
influenced by the fact that her
breast had to be amputated because of breast cancer. This
strong, personal experience she
combines with the more universal image of suffering: the
cross of Christ.
"It was a physical relief to me to make this work,"
said Fried. "I transform the pain
of cancer with it. I nail my
agony to the cross and present
it to the world. I link it up to the
sufferings of Christ and in doing so, I redefine his sufferings
and the symbol of the cross.
Women should redefine the
symbol of the cross in order to
get in touch with it. They are
expected to suffer in silence.
By combining this feminine
symbol of suffering (the amputated breast) with the Christian
symbol of suffering, I give to
women the renewed meaning
of the cross."
"Many of today's artists draw a connection to the
graphic Medieval vision of the
tormented Christ just as others
continue to idealize the naturalism of the Renaissance," said
Rev. Blaettler. >
Dr. Steenma notes the
tendency toward negative criticism apparent in certain of the
works, as can be seen concretely
in images by Renee Cox and
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Robert Farber. And he asks why
they focus on the agony of death
rather than Christ's promise of
eternal life? Does this focus have
cultural or historical significance,
as the work of performance artist
Larry Miller so forcefully asserts.
For artist Silvia Taccani,
images of the Madonna and the
Sacred Heart resonate powerfully
with each other and with her. Her
iconic photographic montages are
reminiscent of mosaics and textile weaving.
Stamford artist Kevin
Hanna's oils, on the other hand,
recall the carved and painted altarpieces of the Middle Ages and
the Renaissance, but with a mod-
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ern twist, presenting as saints our
own contemporaries. They reflect the awesome gracefulness
of ordinary actions. An awardwinning artist, Hanna's art has
garnered much attention in recent years, appearing on the cover
of TIME magazine, among other
noteworthy publications.
A most celebratory
piece in the exhibit is Thomas
Lanigan Schmidt's mixed media
work "The Infant of Prague as
the Personification of Liberation
Theology."
Commenting on it a few
years ago, Roger S. Wieck of the
Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore,
wrote, "This is a work with both

a rich surface and a subtle message. The piece seems to attract all
the light within a room and send it
out again, brighter and more colorful, crackling with electricity.
The liberation theology referred
to in the title is one of the universality of human love and compassion."
Other art works in the
exhibit explore the impact of
Christ on today's world through
mixed media, sculpture and photography.
In conjunction with this
exhibit, there will be an afternoon
symposium on Friday, April 18 at
3:15 p.m., under the rubric of
"Christ in Culture" in the Wien
Experimental Theatre. The presentations will explore aspects of
the history of religious, especially
Christian imagery. The event
marks the beginning of a weekend
celebrating 25 years of Art History at Fairfield.
Other events planned to
coincide with "The One Chosen"
include an evening of meditations
on musical and visual icons of
Christ on Thursday, May 1 at 7:30
p.m. in the Egan Chapel, and a
film series, "The Celluloid
Closet."
On Monday, April 21,
Denys Arcand's "Jesus of
Montreal" will be shown in the
School of Nursing Auditorium at
6:30. The series will conclude in
the Gonzaga Auditorium on Sunday, April 27 at 8 p.m. with Tim
Robbin's "Dead Man Walking."

Ham Channel to produce a major work
r
Brian Kelly
Staff Writer
For those of you who
believe that the Ham Channel
specializes only in leisure time
productions and classes, guess
again. On Wednesday, April
23rd at 8 p.m., the Fade to Black
teleplay "Truth in Fiction" will
be performed. And the Ham
Channel will never be the same.
Back in February,
signs went up, soliciting teleplay scripts from the student
body to be produced for Connecticut Public Television
(CPTV). Out of the pool of
submissions arose Ben
Cawood's "Truth in Fiction," a
story about a troubled marriage
which plays with and twists
your sense of reality, thereby
involving you in the storyline.
"We are very excited
about this," said Fr. Mayzik,
the director. "Hopefully this

will be the beginning of a tradition."
He went on to say that
this "Situational Truth" comes
from a tradition of the Golden
Age of Television back in the
'50's. A play/show would be
taped, and like the surrounding
Broadway scene, the work
would be by a well known playwright or author. In keeping
with the tradition, all of the taping shall be done at one show in
the Black Box at the Quick Center, for airing later on.
Cawood is as excited
as Fr. Mayzik. "I want everyone who is a part of this to get
the credit. It really has been a
team effort."
"We are really going
for an ensemble cast," said
Mayzik. This relying on the
cast as a whole is good, as there
are no star actors. Everyone
involved is for the most part

new to the acting experience,
especially with television. But
because of the approach being
taken, there is no suffering of
quality. Every one has been
working together since day one,
and has undergone rigorous
exercises to train for their parts.
And to cement the ensemble
relationship, the cast has met a
couple of times and, instead of
rehearsing, gone to dinner. Indeed, during one of these times,
everyone had to be in character
for the whole evening - even
while shopping in the supermarket!
So this is a non-traditional approach to making a
show. And the results are showing. It is comparable to Theater
Fairfield's quality of performances, despite the inexperience of most of the cast. And as
for the crew, there is no inexperience to be found. Most of the
work is being done by free-

lance professionals, assisted by
the Ham Channel's own staff.
So if you are going to
feel bad about not getting a
ticket to Theater Fairfield's
"Premieres '97" , don't. An
equally fine performance is to
be had elsewhere. The cast
knows it. The are the writer's
and director's vision. And to
think that they all only met for
the first time three weeks before.
Admission is free.
Call the Quick Center Box office for ticket reservations.
The Cast of "Truth in
Fiction": Ben Cawood, Mary
Conk, Mike Drews, Alison
Hall, Brian Kelly, Justin Kelly,
Amy Pannepacker, Rosa
Rebimbas, Drew Shields, Rich
Simone, and Tanya Tedeschi.
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"Grosse Pointe Blank" delivers the goods
Caroline Allen
Staff Writer
Imagine your prom date stands
you up. Then ten years later, your date
returns to tell you that he or she is a
professional killer. If you are willing to
suspend all conceptions of reality and
normalcy then "Grosse Pointe Blank"
is a movie for you. I wish I could say
that I didn't enjoy it, but I did. It's a very
original piece of work by co-producer,

co-writer John Cusack, who is also the
film's star. Cusack plays Martin Blank,
the professional assassin who is returning to his hometown of Grosse Pointe for
the first time in ten years to attend his
high school reunion and commit his final
murder.
The film looks at all sides of
Martin Blank's persona and is continually quirky and humorous. John Cusack
plays the part in his own self-conscious,
adorable way. When Martin is feeling a
little overworked and stressed out, his

therapist, played by Alan Arkin, who is
afraid of Blank ever since he confessed his
profession, tells him "to take a vacation, go
to the reunion, and try not to kill anyone for
a few days."
Martin ends up in Grosse Pointe,
right at the doorstep of the girl he left ten
years earlier. Minnie Driver plays the part
of Martin's old girlfriend ( you might remember her from "Circle of Friends") and
is extremely witty and sharp. The on-screen
chemistry between Cusack and Driver just
works. But don't be fooled...just when you

think the plot is turning into a love story,
Martin's old house, which has just been
turned into a convenience store, is being
blown up and he is on the run from some of
his colleagues.
The whole reunion aspect of the
film is another intriguing story. Who's to
say Martin's life is any less "normal" than
that of his classmates who are used car
salesmen, real-estate brokers, and security
guards? Like I said, leave reality outside
the cinema and you'll be sure to enjoy this
unusually funny film!

Write for A & El
Kate Meehan
Staff Writer

Call Kristen at
ext. 2533
How to cram for summer.

Rent now and get 4 months
for the price of 3.
It's amazing how much stuff you can cram into one Public Storage
rental space for the summer. It's even more amazing how little you'll pay.
We have lots of private spaces in many convenient sizes at affordable monthly
rates. Show your student ID and get 4 months for the price of 3*.

• Furniture, sports equipment • Household goods, books
• Business storage, too
• Temporary or long term

Therefore, the members must design and
provide their own costumes for the performance.
However, a spectator would think
no expense had been spared when watching the Dance Ensemble's performance
Friday night. As Dance Ensemble co-president, Melissa Kramps, explained beforehand, "We are very excited about this
year's performance 'Dance '97'. The show
incorporates many different dance techniques we have been working throughout
the year to perfect."
The performance began with the
haunting overture from "Phantom of the
Opera," only to be transformed into a hiphop version of the same song. This opening act was representative of the diversity
of dancing styles exhibited throughout the
performance.
The stage became a showcase of
various rhythms with music ranging from
Nat "King" Cole, to Enya, to the "Grease
Mega Mix". Performances were given in
both group and solo acts. The creative
variety and enthusiasm of these very talented dancers created a night of enjoyment
and entertainment for all who attended.

The Quick Center came alive last
Friday night as it presented the annual
performance of the Fairfield University
Dance Ensemble. The show featured 24 of
Fairfield's finest dancers in an impressive
student-run routine showcasing many different dance techniques.
The Fairfield University Dance
Ensemble has been an active campus group
over the past four years. The group originated with ten members but has more than
doubled in number to 24. The members
dedicate numerous hours each week to
studying many different forms of dance
such as Tap, Jazz, Ballet, Hip-Hop, and
Modern Dancing. This vigorous practice
schedule is all geared toward the ensemble's
single performance.
The Dance Ensemble operates in
a very self-sufficient manner. The members choreograph their own dances with
occasional assistance from alumna, Christina Cardosi, in the area of Modern dance.
In addition, low funds only cover the price
of booking the Quick Center for performance night and do not allow for such
additional expenses as purchasing costumes.

THE MONTANA REP
presents the acclaimed drama

To

KILL. A MOCKINGBIRD
FRL, APR. 25, 8 PM
YOUNG AUDIENCE SERIES
VELVETEEN RABBIT
SUN., APR.

27, 1 & 3 PM

CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY
OF LINCOLN CENTER, WITH
PlNCHAS ZlRERMAN, VIOLINIST

Pay for 3 months, get 4.
Bridgeport
299WordinAve.
(Exit U off m, left off Northbound,
right off Southbound)
j

203-334-7544
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URBAN BUSH WOMEN
DANCE THEATRE IN THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN TRADITION

SAT., MAY

10, 8

PM

|,heViCAT
OUICK
CENTER
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BOX OFFICE:

50%
Discount
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for
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only
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Students
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Timothy Welsh
Co-Commentary Editor
This weekend Fairfield University will once again experience the
might and the fury that is the Douglas
Leader Orchestra (DLO). Syracuse,
New York's Ska sensation will be
coming to play the Levee at Fairfield
University this Saturday night at
10:00pm. This will be the third consecutive semester visiting Fairfield's
campus, thus making their legend
grow.
Consisting of members from
both Fairfield University and Syracuse University, the band is still playing their own brand of ska and rock
that makes them one of Syracuse's
most popular party bands. WVOF's
station manager Joe Fattorini has
brought in this lineup of bands and
will be playing sax with DLO. This
concert will be the last big warm up
that will happen this semester before
the final WVOF Levee Show on Thursday, April 24, with Spring Heeled Jack,
the Mugwams, and the Stepbacks, with
IRHG sponsorship. The band counts

Fairfield as the site of some of their best
concerts of all time. With two Levee
performances and a number of beach
appearances under their belts, DLO is

ibly catchy pop songs with ska as a base. Many
of the songs deal with the guitarist Pat-thetic's
obsession, lust, and cribbage with his girlfriend Kelly. While the other band members,

excited about playing here again.
The band plays a number of
original and cover songs that are incred-

Pickles, Knigel, Iron City Rudie, Bush, and
Buzzeo would rather sing about booze, breasts,
and Mr. Belveder (the three B's of Rock), she is
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in her own way an integral part of the
band's success. When DLO first came to
Fairfield last year, they were lost in the
harsh ska world and were just trying to
carve out their niche. Now they have
been on successful bills in Boston with
Skavoovie and the Epitones and are hoping to share the upcoming "SKA WARS"
bill at New York City's Wetlands.
The very successful WVOF
Levee concert series has brought in a
number of bands and musical styles to
the Fairfield Campus this semester. The
Levee stage has seen the funk and hiphop of Darwin's Waiting Room, the
masterful performances of a number of
local deejays, and just last week the
triple bill of Baby Gopal, Suprox, and
Fluffer in support of Peer Education,
also with sponsorship from IRHG. With
the edition of these final two shows
WVOF has created quality programing
that has a focus on something different
and original, and should be congratulated as the semester comes to a close.
DLO will also be playing in the
area on Friday at Eli's Place and add to
their legend. In keeping with the band's
motto "Look for Us and We'll Play."
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Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
Theatre Fairfield sets out this week
to conclude this year's student run productions with "Premieres '97," which debuts
April 16 and runs through April 25 at the
Pepsico Theater.
"Premieres" is celebrating its seventh year of showcasing students' efforts to
act, direct, produce, design, write, and manage their own productions. In the past, "Premieres" featured only students' original plays.
This year's "Premieres" will allow students
to present their interpretation of David Ives'
six play collection, "All in the Timing," a
previously published play.
After the success of his production
"...And All Is Well," Chris Dowd '97 returns
with "Little Incentives," a play which follows
a college student named Jeffrey. Throughout
the play, Jeffrey, attempts to have his views
on Columbus Day heard by society. In the
play, Jeffrey turns to his professor, his boss,
and even to Christopher Columbus for advice.
Directed by Ryan McKinney '97,
"Little Incentives" showcases the talents of
Fred Gooltz '00, Cinnamon Sparks '97, Amy
Shanle '97, Daniel Callahan '98, and Brian
Parker Sullivan '97.
January Merola '97 will direct two

one act plays, "Philadelpia" and "Variations on the Death of Trotsky," from
Ives' collection "All in the Timing." The
cast includes Allison Sparks '97, Robert
Nishiyama '99, and Steve O'Connell'00.
Christopher Durang's "An
Actor's Nightmare," under the direction
of Wendy Popeck' 97, will show what
happens to an accountant who unknowingly ends up acting in "A Man For All
Seasons," "Hamlet," and "Private Lives."
Jenn Strycharz '98, Steven
Scarpa '98, KC McManus '00, Megan
Ferrara '99, and Brian Hoover '00 complete the cast of "The Actor's Nightmare."
Tickets are available by calling
ext. 4010.

"Premieres '97"
Show Times
April 16,17, and 18 at 8 pm
April 19 at 2 pm
April 23,24, and 25 at 8 pm
All Shows are at the Pepsico
Theater-call ext. 4010 for
ticket information.
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Softball continued from p. 16
year, O'Connor leads the team with a
.500 batting average (4-for-8). She is
followed by senior tri-captain Danielle
Fagnant (.356), Rachel Aponte (.353;
hit a homerun against Hofstra, the team's
third on the year), and another senior
tri-captain, Dhani Chinalai (.320). Another note of interest is that April
Andruczyk, primarily a pitcher, came
through with a base hit on Sunday. It
was her only at-bat of the year to this
point.
As of April 15, the Stags were 18-15
overall and were nestled in third place
in the MAAC with a 5-3 record. The
team is showing signs of improvement
and everything appears to be falling
into place.
"So many people have stepped up and
it's not just the regular starters. There's
always someone there to pick the rest of
the team up," Chinalai said.
Fairfield has four games remaining in

the MAAC against Manhattan (2) and St.
Peter's (2). The Stags also have a plethora
of non-conference games remaining in
these final few weeks of the season. After
that, no one knows. Only time will tell.
"Our chances of making the MAAC tournament are good as long as we remain
consistent and don't play down to the level
of the mediocre teams," said Jen Roche.
Roche's comments were echoed by head
coach Pat Conlan, who feels very strongly
about her team's chances.
"Right now we're playing well. We're
playing with more passion. Before, we
were too concerned with what the outcome
of the game would be before we even
stepped on the field. I would have to say
that right now, we're in very good position
to make the MAAC tournament," Conlan
said.
It appears as though the Stags are poised
to make a run at the MAAC tournament in
1997. This could very well be their year to
shine.
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Equestrian team wins
second regional in a row
Jodi DiGregorio
Campus Life Editor
"It doesn't matter if we win or
lose, as long as we all had fun," Lisa
Bailey, head coach of the Fairfield University Equestrian team said to her riders
prior to last week's final show of the
season. However, that's not exactly what
the team wanted to hear. They wanted to
hear that they won the championship.
At the start of the show last
Thursday, the Stags were in second place
overall, three points behind the University of Stonybrook. Things could have
gone either way, and Stonybrook had an
excellent chance of reclaiming the title

dent College for the past four years,
turned their executive powers over to
Fairfield, who will run the region for the
next two years.
Other highlights of the day included the high-point ride-off, which
was won by freshman Beth MacMillan.
High-point rider of the year went to senior captain Beth Yap, which automatically qualified her for the IHS A National
Championships in Massachusetts. Highpoint Alumni rider of the year went to
Lynn Renault, who also automatically
qualified for the Nationals.
For individual qualifiers, the
Regional Championship show was held
on April 13 in Long Island. Eleven

Men's tennis whips Iona
and loses to Fordham
Jeff Woelpper
Staff Writer
Last Friday, the Fairfield University men's tennis team trounced the
visiting Iona Gaels, 7-0. Stellar performances were enjoyed by all in this important Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference match-up. Freshman John Coakley
was once again impressive, scoring a 60, 6-0 victory at number two singles.
With many of the veterans sitting this one out, including junior captain Dave Briones and sophomore Brian
Robertson, many new faces had a chance
to show their stuff. Freshman Kevin
Karl and Pat Barry both posted victories
at fifth and sixth singles respectively.
"Both Karl and Barry played
very well, which they have been doing
when given the chance to play," Briones
said.
Earlier in the week, the Stags

travelled to Fordham and found themselves outmatched by the powerful Rams,
who racked up an easy 6-1 win. Briones
was the lone winner for Fairfield.
"We basically played pretty bad,"
Briones said. "But there were a few key
factors that really hurt us."
One problem the Stags faced was
the fact that many of the players had to be
bumped up to different positions due to
missing players.
"That definitely hurt our chances
a little," Briones said. "Many of the guys
had to play at a higher level of competition
than their used to."
This week, the Stags will play
their final home matches of the season
when they face two strong opponents,
Marist and the University of Hartford.
"The match against Marist should
be interesting," Briones said. "They will
be joining the MAAC next year, so it will
be good to see how well they play."

Home Games...
Men's Tennis vs. Hartford
Today, 3:30 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse vs. Siena
Sunday, 12 p.m.

Women's Tennis in
Fairfield Invitational
Tournament
Friday - Sunday, TBA

Softball vs. St. Peter's
Sunday, 1 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse vs.
Marist
Saturday, 12 p.m.
Men's Lacrosse vs. Mount
St. Mary's
Saturday, 2 p.m.

Softball vs. Central Connecticut St.
Wednesday, 3 p.m.
Men's Lacrosse vs. Brown
Wednesday, 3 p.m.
Baseball vs. Marist
Wednesday, 3:30 p.m.

The 1997 regional champion equestrian team
they lost to Fairfield last year after 17
straight championship seasons. However, with support from the coaches and
hard work from the members, Fairfield
beat Stonybrook and won the Intercollegiate Horse Show Association Regional
Championship for the second year in a
row.
Fairfield had an incredible day
at their show. They tallied a perfect score
of 49, which means that all of the riders
whose points counted for the team total
were awarded first place. The perfect
performance put Fairfield in first place
by 22 points over Stonybrook, and sealed
a second straight regional championship
for the Stags.
During the show's halftime,
Fairfield University was awarded the
honor of President College of the region.
Molloy University, who had been Presi-

members of the Fairfield equestrian team
qualified for the Regionals. In order to
qualify for zonal competition, riders have
to place first, second, or third in their
division at the Regionals. Unfortunately,
no one from the team individually qualified. However, Renault won Regional
champion in the alumni over fences and
alumni flat divisions.
On Sunday, the Stags will send
a seven-member team to the zonal competition in Pennsylvania. In order to go to
Nationals this year, Fairfield must defeat
two other regional champion colleges
and come in first place at the zonals. The
zonal team will consist of Jenn Bailey,
Jamie Solo, Stacey Kaplan, Elyse Mueller,
Beth MacMillan, Lauren Virta, and Beth
Yap. Good luck to those competing at the
zonals, and congratulations to the entire
team for an incredible year and a welldeserved victory.

Ruggers avenge hoop team's loss
to UNC
Joe Simpson
Contributing Writer
This past weekend, the Fairfield
University Rugby team pulled off one of
the biggest upsets in collegiate rugby
history. The number 14 seed Red Ruggers
knocked off the number one seed North
Carolina Tarheels in a tightly contested
match, 8-7. Brian "Mud" Lynch nailed a
drop kick from 22 meters out to seal the
improbable victory. Fairfield fans were
seen climbing the goalposts after the momentous victory. Former back captain
Eric "Playboy" Peel proudly exclaimed
after the game that this victory avenges
our loss in the NCAA Tournament. The
results came as a shock to North Carolina
captain, David La Tore, who stated, "We
didn' t expect a tough match from Fairfield
after we saw them playing man-hunt prior
to the match, but these guys really came
to play." Unfortunately, the exhausted

Ruggers couldn't hold off a strong Southern Connecticut squad, as they were
handed their first loss of the season 10-0
in the tournament final.
Fairfield's record stands at 3-1
after the tournament and a 36-19 victory
over Fordham University the previous
weekend. In that match, the Ruggers
started off sluggish as they gave up an
early try, but rebounded with strong plays
from their forwards. Everybody's favorite hooker Terry "Give it a go" Houston
led the Fairfield pack on their way to two
tries scored from within five meters. Tries
were also scored by the ledendary Colin
Rigby and Eric "Young Einstein" Harris.
Fantastic defensive play was turned in by
Joe "Hot Tub" Sardella, Baumstark #6,
andBaumstark#9. After the game, Brian
"Woody" Dufell stated that the margin of
victory was crucial as we didn't have to
rely on the kicking of George "Pricipal
Skinner" Hemmer.
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Baseball team salvages two
against Iona
Brian Manning
Sports Editor Emeritus
The Fairfield University baseball team had great expectations going
into their five game series with league
rival Iona this past week. Were it not for
two outstanding come from behind wins
by the Stags, the series would have been
a true disappointment. Fairfield lost to
the Gaels 7-2 earlier in the season, but
were optimistic about their chances of
winning this series because they were
coming off a very strong week.
Things didn' t look too bright for

The series finale was staged
back in Fairfield on Monday, as the Gaels
and Stags made up the back end of
Saturday's twinbill. Fairfield averted a
fifth loss to the Gaels this season as they
won a thrilling contest, 9-7.
The game was tied 1-1 in the
third inning, but two Fairfield errors led
to three Iona runs, making the score 4-1.
Iona drove home three more insurance
runs in the sixth inning, giving them a
solid 7-1 lead going into the seventh
inning. That was when Fairfield put
together one of their most impressive
innings of the season.

Joe Hooks smacks a base hit
Fairfield in the first game of the series last
Wednesday, as they were dropped by
Iona, 10-5. Iona pitcher Rob Moore
pitched a solid game and picked up his
first win of the season.
Three days later, the Stags
fought off cool temperatures, drizzle, and
10 more runs from the Gaels as Fairfield
put together an 11-10 come from behind
victory. Fairfield's bats came alive late
in the game, and freshman Dave Catelotti
got the win, his second of the season.
Because of heavy rain, the second game
of the doubleheader was postponed until
Monday.
On Sunday, the Stags traveled
to New York to play two more games
against Iona. Fairfield struggled in both
games, losing 14-1 and 11-2. Fairfield's
offense was shut down all day, as they
could only muster a total of nine hits,
while surrendering 23.

Senior Jon Wilson led of the
seventh inning, and was hit by the first
pitch he faced. Senior Leo Civitillo then
knocked in Wilson with a double, followed by junior Andy Larned driving in
Civitillo with a single to leftfield. The
Stags then loaded the bases, and tallied
two more runs on a walk to junior Mike
Schwartz and two out, two strike single
from freshman Tom Lopusznick. With
the Stags trailing 7-6 with two outs two
men on base, Wilson returned to the
plate for the second time in the inning
and blasted a curve ball over the left field
fence to give the Stags a much-needed,
9-7 win.
The victory bumped Fairfield's
record to 10-19 overall, and 6-5 in the
MAAC South. The team took on Rhode
Island on Tuesday and hosted Central
Connecticut yesterday. Fairfield will
next play St. Peter's in a doubleheader
on Saturday.

Women's lax drops a close one to
first place Mt. St. Mary's
Alex Ordonez
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University
women's lacrosse team came up with a
pair of big wins over the University of
Connecticut and Duquene University this
past week. The Stags also played well
against Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference leader Mount St. Mary's, but came
up a little short, losing 13-10.
Last Wednesday, the Stags hit
the road and pulled off an impressive, 138 victory over UConn in a non-league
game. The win was a nice tune up for
Fairfield as they geared up for a pair of
important league games over the weekend.
On Saturday, the Stags came
from behind against Mount St. Mary's
and almost pulled off the upset. Fairfield
trailed 9-3 at the half, but came out hot in
the third quarter and tied the game 10-10
late in the second half.
During Fairfield's second half

run, Kristina Sullivan scored three goals,
including the big tally that tied the game.
But at that point, Mount St. Mary's shut
down the Stags for the rest of the game
and added three more goals to secure a
13-10 win.
Fairfield rebounded quite well
after Saturday's tough loss, as they used
10 second half goals en route to a 15-7
victory over Duquene. Amy Buckley
scored three of her game-high five goals
in the final 30 minutes, while co-captain
Jackie Metz stopped 13 Duquene shots.
"As a team, you can see the
improvement from game to game," Metz
said. "We're really starting to gel, and
we are going to be a force to reckon with
in the MAAC in coming years."
Fairfield's record in their inaugural varsity season currentiy stands at
4-7 overall, and 2-1 in the MAAC. The
Stags will face four conference foes to
close out the season. Fairfield will be at
home all weekend as they take on Marist
on Saturday and Siena on Sunday.
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Athletes of the Week
Spencer
Steele

Rachel
Aponte

Steele, a freshman
Aponte, a junior
from Lewis, Delafrom Staten Island,
ware, scored five
New York, went 2-1
goals and added
as a starting pitcher
two assists to help for the softball team
the men's lacrosse
over the past week.
team move to 6-0 in In that seven game
the MAAC with a
stretch, Aponte
12-7 win over
raised her
Providence last
batting average 29
Wednesday. Steele
points by going 12
registered two goals
for 28, with two
and two assists in a
doubles, a home
13-9 loss to #15
run, and eight runs
ranked Hartford on
batted in.
Saturday.
J

Inside
Intramurals...
Sean P. Olmsted
Staff Writer
With softball playoffs just around the corner, only a few teams look like they have
the desire to win the championship.
The #2 Humdingers continued their torrid pace as they beat the Hung Willies (176). Captain Mike Rodgers leads the Humdingers on and off the field. "I try to be a role model
for my teammates and fans by giving back to the community through special hitting clinics
I conduct on Friday and Saturday nights," Rodgers said.
The Horseman (2-1) upset previous #4 Less Than Zero (1-2) by scoring ten runs
in the bottom of the fifth inning and rolling to a 22-17 win. Errors became abundant for the
Zeros, as both Mike Feeney and Jon Witherington competed for the intramural record of
seven errors in one game held by Ian Liu of Regis I in 1995. Feeney and Witherington ended
with six errors each.
In other action, #6 Tickle Me Farrell bounced back after last week's loss with a 21 14 win over Cobra Kai (1-2). Tickle Me Farrell overcame injuries to star infielders Rob
Eicher and Ed Dunn by calling up Jay Dolce and Justin Kelley from Triple A affilliate Tickle
Me Nowak.
Also, #4 Pillow Talk upset previously #3 Regis I (1-2) 14-3. The loss dropped
Regis I out of the rankings, but they'll be back in time for the playoffs as left-fielder, Mike
McCabe said, "That game never happened."
Intramural Softball Rankings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chumick's Nurses (3-0) - Won by forfeit last week.
Humdingers (3-0) - The 10-run slaughter rule has been implemented in all three games.
Tickle Me Farrell (2-1) - Fundamentally sound - NO; desire to win - YES!
Pillow Talk (2-1) - Only loss was to #1 Chumick's nurses.
Deez Nutz (3-0) - Matt Grimes leads the team with 20 stolen bases.

Attention all Musicians! Join the Pep Band
and receive one Fine Arts credit per semester.
Sign up during class registration. There will be
a meeting on April 21 at 4 p.m. in the Alumni
Hall Lobby for anyone interested.
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Men's lacrosse tops Providence
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Eyes showdown with Mt. St. Mary's
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
The Fairfield University men's lacrosse team continued its quest for perfection in the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference by knocking off previouslyundefeated Providence College
12-7 this past week. Freshman
standout Spencer Steele led the
way for the Stags with five goals,
as Fairfield ran its MAAC record
to 6-0, good for a first place tie
with Mbunt St. Mary's with just
two conference games left to
play.
"It was a physical game,
but we really dominated," secog2 year head coach Ted Spencer said after last Wednesday's
triumph over the Friars. "Our
kids were really fired up. We
played well and took care of
business."
On Saturday, the Stags
travelled just down the road for a
non-league game against the University of Hartford, the 15th
ranked team in the nation.
Fairfield fell behind 4-0 in the
first quarter and could never
catch up, as they suffered just
their fourth loss of the season,
13-9. Matt Callaghan led

Senior Kevin Kenny drives to
the goal
ph. sp. info

Fairfield's offense with four goals.
"We played them pretty
even for three quarters, but they
really beat us in the first," coach
Spencer said. "On a different day,
that game could have gone our
way."
For now, Fairfield will
turn its focus back to league play
with a pair of big MAAC games
this week. The Stags took on
Manhattan yesterday, and will play

Mount St. Mary' s at home on Saturday with the MAAC championship hinging on the outcome of
the game. With a win, Fairfield
can wrap up first place with another spectacular, undefeated season.
"Mount St. Mary's has
had a great season and they're still
undefeated in the MAAC," coach
Spencer said. "But only one team
will be MAAC champion after
Saturday."
Fairfield also has a pair
of important non-conference
games coming up over the next
two weeks against New England
powerhouses Brown University
and Boston College. The Stags
have already put up impressive
victories against area foes Providence and the University of New
Hampshire, and if Fairfield can
cup with big performances against
Brown and Boston College, coach
Spencer feels a top ranking in the
New England region is quite realistic.
"Those are both huge
New England games," coach
Spencer said. "But we believe we
could have beaten Hartford, and if
we play well against Brown and
Boston College, we should be in
pretty good shape."

Softball sweeps Siena
Bradley Tarr
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fairfield University softball team has gone 4-3 and the
Stags have started playing with
a little more consistency. Remember, that was the key word
if the Stags wanted to improve
throughout the remainder of the
season and accomplish their goal
of making the MAAC tournament.
When Fairfield traveled to
Hofstra a week ago to take on
the Flying Dutchwomen, they
knew that they had better come
ready to play. After all, Hofstra
was ranked very high in the region, and by beating them,
Fairfield would certainly turn
some heads among those involved in college softball, if they
hadn't already. Unfortunately,
Hofstra had plans of their own.
Despite the fact that they were
able to put together one big inning in each game, the Stags fell
short, losing to Hofstra by the
scores of 11 -8 and 13-12. These
high scoring affairs marked the
first time all year that a team had
scored in double-digits against a
very talented Stags pitching staff.
On Friday, April 11, the Yale
Bulldogs made the trek down
from New Haven to take on
Fairfield. The Stags were losers
of four straight going into the

game, so obviously they were
determined to turn things
around. And although things
looked bleak after the Stags
dropped the first game by a score
of 8-4, the Stags got back on
track in the second and knocked
of the Bulldogs 5-3. The game
saw the visitors go up by a score
of 3-1, only to see the Stags
battle back like they have done
so many times this year. Junior
pitcher Rachel Aponte turned in
a good pitching performance to
pick up her sixth victory of the
year. This win was a sign of
good things to come.
Another impressive non-conference team awaited the Stags
on the 12th in the form of Boston University. Mother Nature
had to throw her two cents in, as
the rain only allowed the teams
to play one game rather than the
scheduled doubleheader. It
didn't matter because the Stags
made the most of that one game
by jumping out to an early lead,
scoring four runs in the first.
The big blow was a two-run
single off the bat of rightfielder
Jen Roche. Amy Booth also
contributed with a couple of
runs batted in, as the Stags pulled
off the upset of the Terriers. The
losswasB.U.'sfirstin 13 games
and only their second in their
last 19.
Already a little run down, the

Stags got very little time to rest
before they had to pile in their
vans to face their next victim.
This time it was conference foe
Siena on April 13.
Things weren't looking too
good for the Stags when one of
the two vans carrying the team
to Albany, broke down en route
to their destination. However,
nothing was going to stop the
Stags on this day, and everybody managed to fit into the one
remaining van.
Fortunately, the Stags arrived
in one piece, and they proceeded
to take all of the frustration they
had built up on the trip out on
the Saints. When all was said
and done, Fairfield was walking away with an important
doubleheader sweep against a
MAAC team.
Although senior tri-captain
April Andruczyk and junior
Rachel Aponte pitched well
enough to earn victories, it was
a sophomore reserve that
stepped into the spotlight. Little
did anyone suspect that when
Theresa O' Connor was inserted
into the designated hitter role,
that she would have the monster
day that she did. O'Connor
scattered four hits and garnered
a pair of doubles. Although she
has only eight at-bats on the

(continued on p. 14)

Tiger's
Triumph
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
As Tiger Woods made his way up the 18th fairway at
Augusta National Country Club on Sunday, he was on the brink of
an incredible achievement. At age 21, Woods was about to become
the youngest man ever to win what is arguably the most prestigious
event on the professional golf circuit, The Masters. And after Woods
calmly knocked down a four foot putt for par on the final green, the
clean-cut kid from California completed a masterful 72-hole stretch
of 270, the lowest score ever recorded at Augusta, twelve strokes
better than second place Tom Kite. Woods left legends like Jack
Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer, who won their first green jackets
before Tiger was even a little cub, in complete awe, and left a gallery
of thousands of golf fans bowing at his feet.
Tiger's win quite possibly marked a changing of the guard
among the professional golf ranks. Woods has brought life to a tour
that was desperately looking for a new star, someone to take the place
of aging legends like Nicklaus and Palmer. While Tiger's long
drives and touch around the greens is remarkable, the maturity and
charisma he possess at such a young age is just as amazing. Tiger has
put to rest the idea that professional golf would only reach mass
appeal among youngsters if it was transformed into an unstructured
exhibition by some flamboyant rebel who swears up a storm, like
Happy Gillmore. Now, as the Nike commercial states, kids grab
their golf clubs and say "I am Tiger Woods" just as professional
basketball hopefuls want to be like Mike. In an age where our
generation is catergorized by nothing more than the letter X, Woods
is proving that maybe there is still some hope for the youth of today.
At age 21, Tiger is already a multi-millionaire thanks to huge
endorsements and prize money from golf tournaments, yet he
conducts himself both on and off the course in a dignified and
humble manner, as a man thankful for his great gift of golf talent and
the opportunity to play on the PGA tour.
Woods has also cracked into the Master's record books for
becoming the first African-American to win any of the major PGA
events. It was only seven years ago that African-Americans were not
even allowed to play at Augusta, and as Major League Baseball
celebrates its 50th year of having men of color in the league, the PGA
tour is finally beginning to break its cultural barrier. However, I feel
it will be unfortunate if that's what Woods is primarily remembered
for many years from now. French philosopher Jean Paul Sartre once
wrote about how human beings will never attain individual freedom
in defining themselves because they will forever be categorized by
one another, and his sentiments certainly ring true among AfricanAmericans in professional sports. Many black athletes are remembered for being the minority in a sport rather than for their marvelous
exploits as players. For example, Larry Dobe, who will be receiving
an honorary degree at Fairfield's graduation ceremony in May, is
well-known for being the first man of color to play in the American
League. However, he is not so much remembered for playing in six
consecutive all-star games during his 13 year career, while being a
league leader in home runs, runs batted in, runs scored, and slugging
percentage in helping the Cleveland Indians to two pennants and a
World Series title.
After Tiger Woods was crowned champion at Augusta, the
inevitable questions came from interviewers about how it felt to be
the first African-American ever to win a major PGA event. In a
perfect world, that fact would have been buried beneath the long list
of records Woods shattered at the Masters. The way I see it, the
important color this past weekend was not black or white, but green,
the color of the prestigious jacket given to the winner of the Masters
that a grinning Woods slipped into at the awards ceremony. When
he sank that four-foot putt on the 18th hole on Sunday and embraced
his father with tears of happiness running down his cheeks, Woods
established himself as a great young champion and a classy human
being. And as he rewrites the professional golf record books over the
next several years, that is how I will always remember him.

